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CHRISTMAS IN THE PARK — Mary and the Christ Child is just one of the
many attractive "Christmas Cards" displayed along the lane in the Murray-
Calloway Courity Park. The displays are lighted nightly and will remain
through the holiday season, according to park director Gary Hohman.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
Volume 99 No. 3$0
Doctors To' Vacate Offices In Old
Convalescent Building In January
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Members of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board were told
Thursday night that it is hoped to have
all the doctors' offices out of the old
convalescent care building and turn it
over to the contractors by the middle of
January.
Stuart Poston, hospital ad-
ministrator, saki that presently three
doctors have their offices in the
building. The razing of the building is
necessary to the beginning of phase two
of the construction process.
A one-floor northeast addition, which
will house a new surgery suite, new :-
ray rooms and expansion of the current
emergency room, is included in this
phase.
Poston said that phase one is about
one week from completion. Three floors
of the northwest wing and the south
addition make up phase one.
The first floor of the northwest wing
includes maintenance, laundry, pur-
chasing. cafeteria, laboratory and
morgue. The second floor is the long-
term care unit, and the third has
hospital beds. The south addition
houses administrative offices and
board room, business office, nursing
administration, medical records and
additional dietary offices.
Poston also informed board members
that the architect and the contractor
have requested a meeting with the
board within the next 30 days, prior to
the beginning of phase two.
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller said he felt that a meeting would
serve no purpose in view of the past and
present difficulties the board has had
with both the architect and the con-
tractor.
Harold Hurt, board member,
suggested that the board write the two
firms a letter stating displeasure with
their past performance and restating
the terms of the contract. Poston
agreed to write the letters.
- Dr. David Barrett, hospital
MSU Still Wrestling With High
Power Bills; Changes. Sessions
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Remiss •
'718CW-with POsaer liTs that maY soar
to 8350,000 over budget, Murray State
University continues trying to cope'
with its high utility costs.
Murray State University Pzesident
Constantine "Deno" Curris tdid MSU
Board of Re-gents members the
university is trying a number of utility
cost-cutting measures including re-
negotiation of its contact with Murray
Electric SYatent. - - 
The MSU Regents, in a Thursday
afternoon session, agreed to shift the
university back to a two five-week
summer session systeni; revived a
University student appears board and
revised the faculty overload com-
pensation policy.
The Regents meeting Thursday
began with an unannounced executive'
session which was closed to the press
university uses the minimum 12,500
KWs, it ,is AN!: balad..fOr that..amoun,L,
Curtis said seldom does the university
use over 12,500 KWs. Monthly electric
bills at the - university will range from
$105,000 to $120,003 per month.
University officials reportedly want a
structure based on actual use.
Curtis said also he has approached
Tennessee Valley Authority about a
demonstration project- for the
university regulating electrical
dbmand On campus.
The universfty president said
university personnel are exploring the
feasibility of a new fossil fuel boiler
which would "allow more flexibility in
what fossil fuels we burn." ,
Curris said said the university cut its
electric consumption by 10 percent
during October but the.alectric bill for
that month was 28 percent. more
compared t ober 1977.
and public. Although ?nog notteris sent-- •-cun-ii sakfThe university has put
to media about the meeting indicated it almost $250,000 discretionary funds "on
would begin at 2:30 p.m., actually Nair in case it needed the money for
regents Met behind closed doors, the extra utility costs, ...•
having lunch during the session, Two Summer Sessions
beginning at noon, according to one The unversity board of regents,
radio newsman who was there setting acting on Curris' recommendation,
up equipment. The newsman indicated established two five-week summer
the regents did not vote to go into the sessions to replace the current three
closed session to "discuss personnel week intersession and the eight-week
(matters)" or other items that may be summer term.
handled in executive session as outlined Curris said his recommendation
in the Kentucky open meetings law. came after "a review of enrollments in
Curris told regents Thursday the our intersession and stunmer term
university is-re-negotiating its contract programs and a survey of summer
with Murray Electric System Plant programs at other institutions." The
Board and is asking for a different rate
demand structure.
Under the university's 1975 contract
with Murray Electric System, the
university pays on a 12,500 KW
minimum-20,000 KW maximum n billing
structure. Regardless of whether the
MSU president said the "change will
make our summer programs more
attractive to prospecitve students as
well as providing increased op-
portunities for faculty development."
Students will be permitted to take no
more than seven semester hours-each
• pm 11111111
session, while faculty will be appointed
..to teach no more than six hOurs, or two
courses during the whole summer
program, Curtis said.
The regents delayed a decision on a
new summer tuition rate charge
structure because Dr. S.M. Matarazzo,
a faculty member on the board, said the
new charges would mean a large in-
crease for graduate students taking up
to nine hours.
Regents established a general policy
authorizing a base stipend of tr,000 per
three credit hour overload course ef-
fective next spring.' The current
overload policy compensates in-
structors and assistant professors it
$660 while associate and full professors
get $720 per three hour overload. Curris
said the new pay will bring university
instructors up ./o par with that. of ad-
junct professors from outside the
tiniYers4Y- . • • .
Revive Board
In addition, the regents Thursday
revived the student appeals board,
appointing six faculty members and
three students to it. The new board is in
a new Kentuckycompliance with
Revised Statute. -
In other action from the regents
meeting:
-- The regents established a degree of
Master of Science in accounting. Curris
said the only other MS in accounting
programs in this area are at Memphis
State, University of Illinois, St. Louis
University and at the University of
Kentucky.
— Regents empowered university
officials to give mid-year degrees.
— Curris said the university has
bought seven parcels of land between_
16th and Waldrop which will be used as
outdoor recreation areas.
— The president said the new
1
18111111arair.
• EARLY CHRISTMAS — hristmas came early for students at INnetay-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Cen-
ter When members of Murray CivRan Club visited the center, made a donation, and handed out gifts to students.
Gvitans Hoyt Roberts and Jo Manning are shown with teacher Pat Holt, center, who holds a $200 check from
Civitans. Students pictured include Larry Beards John PhiUip, Ardalis Martin, Darrel Watkins, Patty Thompson and
Marion Phillips. Civitans also gave presents and fruit to members of Mrs. Susan Hargrave's special education class at
Murray Middle .S4 hoot
•
university student center construction
project is two months behind schedule
„due to a concrete pouring error.
Curris said Project Apollo, the
uniyersity's special program designed
for Upward Bound students, is funded
on a continuing basis and is becoming a
model project for the Eastern U.S.
— He said razing of Orchard Heights
tr. Is, once used as low cost housing for
married students on campus, will
probably take place in mid-'79.
pathologist, and David Walker, chief
laboratory technician, appeared before
the board to explain the lab's need for a
new biochemical analyzer.
ft was noted that presently lab tests
are costing the hospital $1.69 per test
for a minimum of 50 tests per day. With
the addition of the new equipment,
Poston said, "The cost per test will
drastically be reduced, and we will
save up to $70,000 per year." The board
voted to lease the machine.
The hospital administrator told board
members that Department of Health,
Education and Welfare staff had
revisited the hospital this week to
follow up on the plan of correction they
submitted after doing a validation
survey three months ago. HEW selects
two hospitals in the state to validate the
findings of the Joint Commission of
Accreditation of Hospitals.
In other action taken at the board
meeting:
— Board members were informed by
Poston that plans have been made for
an auction of any usable items from the
old convalescent care building.
— Four revisions to the medical staff
bylaws were presented by Dr. Donald
Hughes, chief-of-staff, and were ap-
proved by the board. Included among
these revisions was the requirement
that all medical staff members
establish evidence of satisfactory
participation in continuing education
programs.
— The board was told of the
resignation, effective Dec. 25, of Dr.
Vasil Yosifov, an emergency room
doctor.
— Dr. Hughes expressed his ap-
preciation to the board for their
cooperation during his year as chief-of-
staff. Poston said that Dr. Bill Wilson
will be the new chief-of-staff beginning
in January.
CHILDREN EXCHANGE GtfTS — The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
treated 33 children from the Murray area to a Christmas party Wednesday.
The children exchanged gifts and were also visited by Santa Claus, who
gave a present to each child. photo By Vaa Waragii
`Sweetlooking Girl' Arraigned
On Hijacking Charges At Marion
MARION, Ill. (AP) *— Passengers
said she was S9(elZt.10.0k in& gjr.1„.lier
blond hair- in Curls. But her finger was
placed firmly on what she said was a
bomb. And she was angry.
That's the way passengers on TWA
Flight 541 described the 17-year-old girl
who commandeered their DC-9 jetliner;
holding their fate in her hands for about
10 hours Thursday before she
surrendered.
"She was very beautiful," said Army
Pvt. Levi King of Seattle after corn-
plating theflight-ear;Iy today as
City, Mo. "But I knew she was serious
— particularly when she yelled that she
would blow the whole plane up.
"She kept talking about how her
mother died in the helicopter and her
family had disowned her....I told her
that I was in the same boat, and that
this was no way, to take revenge. -
"But she wouldn't listen."
The girl-- identified by the FBI as
Sharp Late-In-Year
Price Hikes Expected
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter
administration is anticipating sharp
late-year rises in consumer prices as
government:economists try to deter-
mine just how much worse inflation will
be in 1979 than they had forecast.
The Labor Department was releasing
its November report on consumer
prices today, with administration of-
ficials expecting little chanie in an
inflation rate that is hovering around 10
percent this year. -
November marks the first full month
of operation for President Carter's
latest anti-inflation program. But
Carter's inflation fighters say it sell be
.at least mid-1979 before the program
. Youths Charged In
Assorted Window
Breaking Incidents
Murray Police have arrested two
juveniles, charging them with assorted
window breaking incidents over the last
few days, a police spokesman said
today.
In a case worked by both Murray
Police Department and Calloway
County Sheriff's Department, police
Thursday night arrested the juveniles
charging them with criminal mischief
in connection with shooting windows,
mailboxes and street signs.
The spokesman said the youths are
charged with shooting a slingshot-type
instrument, breaking windows in the
home of Bobby Faih and Ruth Calhoun
in the city and Roy Cothran in the
county. The spokesman said most in-
cidents occurred In the Gatesboro and
Canterbury subdivisions.
shows any results.
Meanwhile, the government reported
Thursday that ices of new homes
increased 4.4 percent during the July-
through-September period and were up
16 percent from a year earlier. A new
one-family home sold for $63,600 on the
average.
Buyers have not been discouraged by
,the soaring prices for new homes,
Which have been a major contributor to
the high inflation rate.
The administration does not expect
the rise in the cost of living to slow this
year because wholesale prices are still
climbing rapidly. Rises in wholesale
prices normally are passed on to
consmers within a -few months.
The Labor Department reported on
Dec. 7 that big increases for gasoline
and heating oil paced another sharp
jump in the government's wholesale
price index during November, a
warning that consumers face a costly
winter.
On Wednesday, Treasury Secretary
W. Michael Blumenthal said the ad-
ministration has raised its forecast for
inflation in 1979 to above 7 percent
Previously, the administration was
projecting a rate of 6 percent to 6.5
percent, a range most private
economists said was unrealistically
low.
G. William Miller, chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board, ha .4 indicated
he expects consumer paces to rise by
more than 8 percent next year.
Carter's economists will be well off --
the mark If their 1979 forecasting
resembles their' predictions for thiii
year. At the start of 1978, they predictell
an inflation rate of 5.9 percent.
Robin Oswald, a. high school dropout
---0111e"
freedom for convicted hijacker Garrett
Brock Trapnell. Her mother was killed
seven months ago in another air piracy
aimed at freeing Trapwell.
Miss Oswald was arraigned as a
juvenile. Charges were not announced,
as is customary under Illinois law. Nb
hearing date was set.
The 87 passengers and crew aboard
Flight 541 were unharmed, and many
escaped or were allowed to leave the jet
hours before Miss Oswald's surrender
at about 8 p.m. CST Thursday.
The girl had said she would blow up
'the plane with dynamite, the FBI said,
demanding Trapwell's release from a
federal prison here.
Bernard Thompson, an FBI agent
trained to deal with hijackers, spent
hours talking to Miss Oswald before she
gave up, the FBI said.
, Authorities said the girl was not
armed, and what she said was
dynamite proved to be railroad flares
wired to a doorbell.
"She was very calm. She never.
• raised her voice," said passenger Bud
Zaret, of Monsey, N.Y., of Miss Oswel.
today's index
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Continued sunny and cool this
afternoon, cloudy and cold
tonight. Highs today in the low
40s, lows tonight. in the 20s.
Extended Forecast
Chance of rain Sunday and
Monday. Clearing and colder
Tuesday. Highs .ip the 40s Sun-
day, in. the 50s Monday and 30s
Tuesday .
-roarT4 Turisresourr.-xy., tEDGE1 *111WES,1Pridny,-Deetnibertr,
' - •••,-.0? :At
Your Individual
Horoscope
 halms Drake  
FOR SATL *WAY, DECEMBER 23, 19711
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read - the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
If certain persons complain
that you're more concerned
about career than with them,
it only means they want to
spend more time with .You.
-7. Oblige Them today
• TAURUS
0/67( Apr. 20 to May 201
Getting the house ready for,
holiday now should provide
fun for all, but news from- a
distance may be slightly
aggravating.
GEMINI
May 21 to-June 201
Rambunctious children may
wear you out now, but join
them in their concerns.
Togetherness now brings
thoughts of marriage to
singles.
CANCF*
( June 21 to July 221 so
Extra work about the house
should not lead to an
argument with a close one.
Assign definite tasks, so that
no one will feel overburdened.
LEO
t July 23 to Aug. 22) 46(4:7.
Put aside worry by making
holiday plans. A work
situation seems like a duty.
but loved ones are receptive to
your party plans.
• VIRGO sy)
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "r
How much to spend and
what to buy - these are the
questions for today. Avoid
impulse buying, as shopping
around will lead to better
value. `
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) An.
If someone on the homefront
irritates you, avoid anger and
present your viewpoint
--logically. • Others will be
receptive to-your ideas. -
,S7C0FtP10
Oct. Z3 to Nov. 21i nt/elic
Don't let someone's angry
words disturb inner peace.
Instead, go shopping by
yourself and get those special
presents for loved ones now.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec 21) 3IeW 
•
AOrt•
THETA PROGRAM — Sue Bellew and Bonnie Raspberry, standing, of The Wild Rasp-
berry presented a special demonstration program on -Making Of Silk Flowers" at the
recent meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Martha Enix,
department vice-chairman, is shown, right, making silk roses from the special kits from
the local craft firm. Cloia Campbell, chairman, presided. The department voted to
donate $25 to the Arthritis Fund Drive. Members of the department with Thelma Wat-
ford as chairman have conducted the arthritis drive for the businesses in Murray with
over S500 collected. Rita Mclucas, Executive Director of the Kentucky Arthritis Chap-
ter, will be present at the Jan. 15th meeting of the department. Kathy Pasco is a new
member of the Theta Department Refreshments were served by Oneida Boyd, Wilma





Bridgette F. Maness, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Patti Phillips, Bx.
2430. University Station
Murray, Thomas_ Billington,
Rt. 3, Bx. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Andrea L. Hogancamp, 1715
Plainview, Murray, Coy E.
Garrett, Sr., 1305 Overby,
Murray, Mrs. Manon Wilson.
film producer. Rt. 1, Almo, Mitzi Hopper, Rt.
5 Br. 2147, Murray, Susan H.
HAWAIIAN PEARS Farris, Rt. I, Bx. 12, Far-
Core and cut three Bartlett mington, Mrs. Christine Cox,
P.O. Bic. 531, Murray, Davidpears in eighths. In large
Coursey, t. , eter,skillet melt one-fourth cup R 1 D
A busy day of socializing
will keep you in good-Spirits.
"Tis the season to be jolly,"
and you may very well join
others in caroling.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. M to Jan. 19) Vi
Only a Capricorn would
spend this day concerned
about business, yet you're not
at fault, for opportunity is all
around!
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
This is not a day for doing
things by yourself. If your
privacy is interrupted, join
others in their plaits. Be open
to the suggestions of a close
one.
PISCES
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
You'll want to be fit as a
fiddle for this holiday season,.
so if you feel like going to a
gym or health spa today, by
all means do so!
YOU BORN TODAY are
both practical and intuitive.
Your hunches aid you in -
business and your ability to
diagnose physical ailments
would make you a good
physician or nurse. At times,
your visionary nature can
interfere with worldly
progress, yet you have
progressive ideas which can
make you an innovator in your
field. Though you love art and
beauty, your desire for a
practical return on the in-
vestment of your time may
make you feel more com-
fortablein the business world.
Birthdate of Joseph Smith,
founder of the l'YfOrmon
Church; Jose Greco, flamenco
dancer; and J. Arthur Rank,
stareth-one.rearth teaspoon Higdon and Baby girl, Bx. 113,
salt, one tablespoon Ll • red— E-41-.1-CY F-ann. -
candied' ginger, and one-half Dunlap and Baby Boy, Rt!' 5,
cup water. Bring to boil. Add Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Rose M.
pears and one-half cup tanned Goheen and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
pineapple chunks. Simmer'7' Hardin, William W.
five 10 minutes or until pears Salmon, Hazel, Voris C. Wells,
are tender. Delicious served Rt. 7, Murray, Paul S. Von-
with ham. schoech Sr., Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Ruby E. Lampkins, Rt. 2,
Murray, Howard L. llouland,
Farmington, Mrs. Daisy M.
Wickoff, Rt. 6, Bx. 285,
Murray, Porter„Chilcutt, 606
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Lorena W. Semands (ex-
pired), 1304 Peggy Ann Dr.,
Murray, Ky.
FRUIT TIDBITS
Start with- one 12 ounce
package (about four dozen)
pitted prunes. Mix one cup of
Cheddar cheese spread with
one-half cup finely chopped
walnuts. Fill the pitted prime
centers with'a small mound of
the walnut cheese. Chill until
you are ready to serve.
Wonderful to use as hors
d'oeuvres-and any leftovers
can be enjoyed as after school
snacks.
Mr. & Mrs. Morgan
Married 50 Years
VA Lt  
 and Mrs. Calton Morgan of Murray will observe their
J. McClain, Rt. 5, 
fiftieth wedding anniversary on Wednesday, Dec. 27. No
butter, stir in one-fourth cup .formal celebration will be held. _
sugar, Two- teaspoont corn- 44it- Yfteld' 071-bic—•192 Prj,Tenn_
Their.attendants were Beatrice McDougal and Lowell Steele;
hot:trot Callovrayrcitidty: •
Mrs. Morgan is the former Louise McDougal, daughter of
the late F. E. McDougal and Susie Tucker McDougal. Mr.
Morgan is the son of the late Johnny Morgan and Blanch
Thomas Morgan.
They have one son, Max Morgan, who is married to the
former Virginia Gordon. Their three grandchildren are Tim,





When I read about someone
having stomach ulcers and
what you doctors say cause
them, it makes xie want to
write and tell ybu what I
found out about myself that
gave me bleeding ulcers. It
was smelling tobacco
smoke, smelling perfume of
all kinds such as hair spray,
washing powders, after-
shave lotions. A person
needs to find out which ones
he or she can stand to smell..
When I have my car filled
with gas, I get out as that
will also cause me to have a
bout of ulcers. This is just a
small list that one needs to
learn about what bothers
them.
Most people think a mild
cigarette won't bother you,
but it will. I pity poor little
babies who have to breathe
tobacco smoke. They fuss
but mothers don't realize the
smoke is burning thei. stom-
ach, eyes and ears. I know. I
suffered about 10 years in
and out of hospitals. Now I
am healthy and haven't been





Dwayne Bucy is a patient in
Room 344, Hopkins County
Hospital, Madisonville, Ky.
42431, after having sustained
injuries to both hands in an
accident while teaching in-
dustrial arts at the Providence
High School.
Bucy suffered the injuries
on Dec. 4. He has undergone
surgery two times, and will
have to undergo further
surgery at later times.
The injured man is the son
of Istrnd-Mrallik*Iefirucy--
ol Murray, and is married to
the former Edwina Vance,
who is employed at Uncle
Jeff's, Murray, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vance of
Murray.
Persons may send him
cards and letters at the
hospital.
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR READE14, — Glad
to heir that you are better
and that your problems have
abated. After all these
years, the truth is we really
don't know what causes
stomach ulcers. It's kind of
interesting that the peptic
ulcer that is so frequent
today was rather rare a
hundred years- ago. Specifi-
cally, the duodenal ulcer.
That's one reason we think
the high rate of ulcers we've
been through is associated
with stress.
The stress translates into
increased production of acid
by the stomach which in turn
is associated with the ulcer.
We do know that the ulcers
and digestive problems are
much more common in a
group of people who smoke
than in those who do not. I
presume that your reaction
to fumes and tobacco smoke
and other odors is a stress
reaction. which in turn
caused you to produce more
stomach acid.
It's also rather interesting
that the high incidence of
peptic ulcers seems to be
diminishing: No one knows
why. It may be because
people aren't subjected to as'
much stress today as they
were just a few years ago.
About 10 years ago you
could expect as many as
three out of ptve men to have
a peptic ulcer at some time
in their life. That, too, is
interesting because it tends
to affect men more than
women..
When I see the decrease in
peptic ulcers, I am tin-
ot that the change in
Irving patterns that we've
seen has begun to produce
some important changes In
the health picture of the
nation. It also points up how
much could be gained if
people made even a larger
effort to improve their life
style.
Knowing how. you feel
apout tohacco smoke, I am
sending you The Health Lot-
ter number 2-6, Tobacco,
Cigarettes, Cigars and
Pipes. It will ghree„igol a
summary of what we think
about these habits in rela-
tionship to health. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped,_ self-ad-
essed envelope for it. Send
our request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 1001111.
There are new medicines
available to treat ulcers by
preventing the formation of
stomach acid. This is great
but the best thing of all for
most ulcer patients is to
eliminate the stress factors
in their lives as well as
eliminate coffee, alcohol and
tobacco. These improve-
ments in life style will have




Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Hut&iens of 1704 Miller Avenue,
Murray, and Westview Nursing Home, Murray, will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on Wednesday, Dec. 27.
The couple was married on Dec. 27, 1928, at Grove High
School, Paris', Tenn., with the Rev. L. L. Jones performing
the ceremony. Their attendants were Treamon ,Farris,
MeDougalRagerfJeon Farris, and Mary Wilk?rs.-
--Mrs. Hutc.itens is -the-fermer- Vera DumF, daughter of-the. -
late George W. Dunn, Sr., and Minnie .Stubblefield Dunn. Mr.
Hutchens is the son of the late W. W. Hutcheni and Lissie •
Hutson Hutchens.
Mr. and Mrs. Hutchens are the parents of three sons-
Robert E. Hutchens of Oakbrook, flu., Thomas D. Hutchens of
Charlotte, N. C., and Walter P. Hutchens of Murray. They
have nine grandchildren.
Due toil' health no celebration is planned.
Holiday
Entertainment 
4 Big Weeks 
7:00, 9:40 & 2:30 Sat., Sun., Mon.
TODAY,
YOUU. BELIEVE A MAN CAN FLY.
Nothing you have ever seen or heard. no comic book
television program or motion picture could ever prepare you
for this reality.
This is a brilliant cast in an unforgettable story. The awesome
technology of modern film brings you someone to believe in
o Posses
No Bar. am n Nits
ALEXANDER SALKIND nesters MARION BRAND° GENE HACKMAN IN a RICHARD DOWNER FILM
SUPERMAN
1.44.110.
CHRISTOPHER REEVE • NED BEATT Y. JACKIE. COOPER • GLENN FORD -TREVOR HOWARD • MARGOT KIDDER
VALERIE PERRINE • MARIA SCHELL-TERENCE STAMP • PHYLLIS THAk TER • SUSANNAH YORK
STORY ry MARIO PUZ0 • %MUNK er MARIO PUB). DAVID NEWMAN. LESLIE NEWMAN am ROBERT BENTON
nit IltrIf CONSIATANT TOM MANKIEWICI• 1:1111FC-IDA CIF 01.1101TAAAPHY GEOFFREY UNSWORTH B S C
maxima at win JOHN BARRY- musg. iv JOHN WILLIAMS • Drown° er RICHARD DOWNER
loamy( r000uun ILYA SAUUND-mooucto KY PIERRE SPENGLER • riwavison• TwolicoLon•
AN ALEXANDER AND ILYA SAUDND PRODUCTION
MU ASO IP WANNER MI A 1111MIIMA COMMUIIICATIONS COIMPAAllt ,
anlipur. Immo) • • - • Pt. Nora now improas.
91.n. ' • -
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40 Capri
Adult Entertainment - 18 or over only
Now!
7:25,9:35
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Mr. and Mrs. Orville Owen Murray.
will be honored at a reception meet at 7
in celebration of their 50th Center
wedding anniversary at the
South Pleasant Grave United
Methodist Church. All friends
and relatives are invited to
call between the hours of 7th 9
p.m.
Four-H Members will help
with the Christmas party at
the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at the Douglas Center.
Hours at the Waterfield
Library .and Pogue Library,
Murray State University, will
be from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
No shopping for Senior
Citizens will be held today.
Calloway County Animal
Shelter will closed today at 5
p.m. and will not reopen until
Jan. 2 at 8 a.m.
Congregation of Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Church will meet at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter, 1401 Story, at 7 p.m.
for a dinner and seasonal
celebration.
Deward's Chapel Pen-
tecostal Church, Highway 94
East, will hold its annual
Christmas play at 7 p.m. The
public is invited.
Sunday, Dee. 24
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0.
Bondurant will be honored
with a reception in celebration
of their 50th wedding an-
niversary at the Murray,
Woman's Club House. All
friends and relatives are in-
vited to call between the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m. The family
requests that guests not bring
or send gifts.
A reception in honor of the
50th wedding anniversary of
--(weir -and Mrs. Wylie B: Parker,
formerly of CalloWay County,
will be at the Egyptian Trail
-CaTe,. Highway 45, Metropolis,
ill., from 2 to 4 p.m.
Tuesday, December 26
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Dexter Senior Citizens will





Fellowship will meet at 9:30
a.m. at KenBar Inn, Gilber-
tsville, for breakfast with the
program to foPow at loiao
a.m. This is open to all in-
terested women.
Wednesday, December 27
Murray Lodge No. 105, Free
and Accepted Masons, will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall for the election of officers.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
Free and Accepted Masons,
will meet at the lodge hall for
the election of officers.
Thursday. December 28
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
For information call 759-1792
or 753-9261. Note change of




president of Women's Aglow
Fellowship, announces their
Holiday meeting Tuesday,
Dec. 26 at Ken-Bar Inn, U.S.
641 near Kentucky Dam. The
group meets for breakfast at
9:30 A.M. and the meeting will
follow at 10:30.
The December meeting is
traditionally a time for short
testimonies b'y members and
getting to know one another
better. There will be no
speaker to allow more time for
sharing the present-day work
of Jesus in their -lives or to
share a brief teaching
message to build up-the:faitts
and love of those gathered, a
spo man said.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
is an international Christian
organization of women from
all denominations who love to
meet together for worship and
fellowship Members are
encouraged to bring members
of their family to this holiday
meeting. Guests are always










Open Till 8:00 Until Chrktmas
114.1.111444mcmOt I. I
The College Shop 2I4N IS+
L
ain Trh e Ms. Shop
Located Inside The College Shop
aT
program was sponsored--
jointly by the Division of
Continuing Legal Education of
the College and the Oklahoma,
Bar Association.
Col. O'Brien is the legal
administrator of Harold T.
Hurt, P.S.C., a Murray law
firm. Before coming to
Local Couple Will
Be Married 63 Years
ifr. and Mrs. Porter Elkins
Mr.. and Mrs. Porter' Elkins will be Married 63. years- on
Monday, Dec. 25. They reside at the West View Nursing
Home in Murru,.._
The couple was married on Dec. 25, 1915, in Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Elkins is the daughter of the late Bruce and Addle
Hensley Parker. Mr. Elkins, son of the late Mary S. Steele
and A. P. Elkins, owned and Operated a grocery store in New
Concord before he retired.
Mr. and Mrs. Elkins are the parents of four daughters:
Mrs. John W. (Ann Pauline) Lee of Oak Park, Mich.; Mrs.
Dortha N. Dunn, Mrs. Larry D. (Faye) Puckett, and Mrs.
Charles L. (Oleta) Burteen, all of Murray. They have eht
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Col. O'Brien Speaker For
Oklahoma Bar Association
Col. John E. O'Brien
presented a program at the
Institute of Law Office
Management, University of
Tulsa College of Law, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, on Dec. 15.
published in Legal
Economies, the Texas Bar
Journal, and by the
Association of Legal
Administrators.
He and his family make
th i home in Sherwood"ZfititlettecitYe e r




Tucker, Baby Girl (Bar-
bara), Rt. 7, Mayfield, Green
Baby Girl (Martha), 110 N.
College, Paris, Tenn.,
Crawford, Baby Girl
( Rebecca ), 423 S. 8th, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sherry R. Jacksop, 209
Oliver, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Mary L. Knell, 306 Wynn,
Paris, Tenn., Mary E.I.ofton.
Rt. 6, Benton, Mrs. Sheila J.
Lencki and Baby Boy, 101 S..
10th, Murray, Vicki Sellers,
115 Crestview Circle, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Susan T. Hillard,
'Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Vicky L. Beadles and Baby
Girl, Rt. 4, Mayfield, Mrs.
Abbie Williams, 1714
Keenland, Murray, Mrs.
Diane Thomas, CR Bx. 36 New
Concord, Mrs. Martha A.
Franklin, 1718 Keenland,
Murray, Mrs. Diane I.
Griffith, Rt. I Bx. 321,
Mayfield, William R. Evans,
Rt. 1, Almo, Charles E. Miller,
Rt. 3, Murray, Sally L. Grasty,
1520 Oxford Dr., Murray,
Elena D. Curris, 1510 Main,
Murray, Daniel C. Knouff, Rt.
8 Bx. 2512, Murray, Evelyn
Cole, 1703 Ryan, Murray,
Henry M. Young, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. 011ie E. Hamlin,
215 Irvan, Murray, Mrs. Vollet
R. Ellis, 416 N. 8th, Murray,
Mrs. Bess Jones, Bx. 2,
Kirksey, James W. Francis,
Rt. 4, Bx. 44, Murray,. Earl S.
Brownfield (expired), Rt. 5
Bx.-2019, Murray, Ky.
QUICK COURSE
Want a quick first course for
a company dinner? On a
platter lined with salad greens
arrange herring filets in wine
sauce (drained), sliced or
julienne cooked beets dressed
with sour cream and hor-
seradish and quartered hard-
cooked eggs. Tomatoes (sliced
or the cherry variety) and
encumbers (scored and
sliced) may also garnish the
platter, With this as a first
o —CDeta. -A136t
Murray, O'Brien was a law By Abigail Van Burenoffice management consultant -
in the midwest.
He has had several articles 
h s• Drummer On management systems _ _
Poinsettia Legend Is Off-Beat
For-Yule Is Told ----DEAR ABBY: I'm a 17-year-old girl, but I'm ver mature
NEW YORK (AP} - The Ira- 
for my age.. I really dig this dude I'll call Buddy. He's a musi-
- clan. My father checked up on him, and he won't let me godition of the poinsettia as a
lantqertigoattlincrtirle;trast:74341'.B."44"Illuddy play4A01104.44-1.--slas drums. my father4ItiWAssaysa 
drummer is no musi-'season in the United States
stems from a Mexican legend
which' tells of the custom in a
certain village of placing gifts
before the church's creche on
Christmas Eve.
According to the legend, a
small boy, with nothing to give,
knelt to pray in the snow out-
side. In the spot where he
knelt, a beautiful plant with
scarlet leaves grew immediate-
ly, and he presented it as his
gift to the infant Jesus.
The Mexicans called the
plant Flor de la Noche Buena
(Flower of the Holy Night). It
was introduced to the United
States in 1828 by Dr. Joel Rob-
erts Poinsett, first U.S. minis-
ter to Mexico.
The story of how the poin-
settia got its name, along with-
the history of the Christmas We are in our mic1,-44 Please prat yvaraiS.,rreets,7.17-eas.tree, the Yule log and the hollY—profit from it.bush, is one of the seven holi-
day aspects covered the
''Story of Christmas" exhibit at
the Kodak Gallery in mid-Man-
hattan through Jan. 7.
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Gene & Jo's Flowers
"The Christmas Place"
ri(pi s .4th Street 753 4320
clan, that a person who plays the piano or violin is a musi-
cian, but a drum is no musical instrument so Buddy is no
Musician. Is that right?
Also, my father found out that Buddy isn't 23 like he said
he was. He's really 31. Another thing, he -foun& out that
Buddy isn't divorced like he said he was-he's only
separated. I can't see that it makes any difference as long as
he isn't living with his old lady.
So I have two questions to ask. 1)Is a drummer imusician
or isn't he? 2) As long as a guy- is a gentleman, don't you
think I should be allowed to go out with him?
BUDDY'S CHICK
DEAR CHICK: A drummer IS a musician. But Buddy ap-
pears to be • liar. And a liar is no gentleman. I vote with
your father. Buddy should take his drum and beat it.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has not come near me, even
for a kiss, since my hysterectomy almost two years ago. My
scar is nice and neat, not repulsive or ugly. My husband can't
stand anything that's damaged or imperfect. •
• He's the type who goes around our property cutting down
all the trees that are damaged or imperfectly formed.
HURT IN ASHLAND, KY.
DEAR HURT: You ar"F not a tree, and there is no reason
to regard as "imperfect" a woman who bears a sear. Year
husband has a far more serious "imperfection," which
doesn't show. He needs professional help to get lathe root
of it.
DEAR ABBY: I have been a member of Parents. Without
Partners for three years, and I Wi9.1 more people knew what
this wonderful organization IS-and what it IS NOT!
First of all, it is NOT a lonely-hearts club, or a husband
hunting ground. Only about 10 percent of the members
marry someone they have met in the organization. I have
watched many-men and women come and- go, bitter and
disillusioned because they have joined PWP to find a mate.
I joined this group for my children. So we could go places
and do things with others in the same boat. This is the good
that PWP does that no One ever talks about. They have fan
tastic group discussions concerning problems from r ising
children to divorce, to dating, to marriage. The amily
outings:TA-cities,. plays and camp-outs, and all t work is
strictly on a iolunteer basis.
The purpose of this organization is to teach serious
minded people how to raise a family without a partner. And
when they learn that, they are ready to look for one.
I am sorry to say that not many stick around long enough
to gain all the benefits because when they don't find another
partner right away, they leave the organization to hunt in
other places.
PWP has taught me how to battle loneliness, how to stand
on my on two feet and raise a family without a partner in a
Noah's Ark society.
MOTHER OF FOUR
DEAR MOTHER: Thanks for your floe recommendation.
I have checked out this wonderful organization and endorse
It.
If you need holp in writing ktters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letter*, get AbWii booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $I and • long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. s
Miss Shroat & Mr. Hohman
Are Honored At Open House
Miss Debbie Shroat,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Carl
E. Shroat, and Jeff Holman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl L.
Hoiunan, all of Frankfort, who
will' be marnei Dec. 30, were
honored at an open house held
on Sunday afternoon, Dec. 3,
at the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion Were Mrs.
Felix .Howard Dunn, Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten, Mrs.
C. D. Vinson, Jr., Mrs.
Bell Choirs Present
Sigma Group Program
Two Bell Choirs from the
'First Baptist Church, under
the direction of Wayne B.
Halley, entertained niembers
of the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club at
the regular meeting Monday,
Dec.11 at 7:30 p.m. at the.club
house.
The Chamber Bell group
performed first with three
songs - "Jingle Bells," "Away
In A Manger," and "Silent
Night." Members performing
in this group were Gail Horn,
Tracy Duncan, Jeffrey
Garrott, Glen Louie Olson, Jr.,
David Wayne Randolph,
Robert Paul Lyons, Elizabeth
Fair, and Alison Sears.
The second group played
"Joy To The World" and "0
Come, 0 Come Emanuel."
Members included in this
group were Lynne Outland,
Carol Beaman, Vune Beatty,
Cheryl Johnston, Julie Sams,
Bettie Moore, Leslee Grogan,
Charles Beaman, Eric Miller,
Randy Halley, Mark Hussung,
Mark Young and-Doug Moore.
The musical program
"The Lord's Prayer" by the
director, Mr. Halley.
Mrs.- Judy Muehleman,
chairman, presided during the
ACKNOWLEDGE GIFTS
Christmas gifts and letters
should be acknowledged
within 10 to 14 days while the
act of giving or writing is still
fresh in the sender's mind.
Write your thanks as you
would speak them, with af-
fection and concern.
business meeting. Reports
were given by Mrs. Sharon
Brown and Mrs. Sally Crass.
Mrs. Lois Keller, Horse Show
chairman, gave a progress
report on the show's working
committees.
Refreshments were served
to guests and members by
hostesses, Mrs. Mary Ann
Russell and Mrs, Shirley
Winter.
bride and groom statuette on
each table. The tea table was
decorated in the same theme




Mrs. Frank Holcomb, and
Miss Vivian Hale.
Receiving the guests with
the honored couple were their
parents, along with Mrs.
Dunn. Guests were greeted by miniature bride and groom
Mrs. Purdom Outland, Mist-statuettes for each table were
Peggy Sue Shroat, L. D.' designed and created by Mrs.
Miller, and Felix Howard Johnny Reagan.
Dunn. Miss Anita Chaney assisted
The tables were decorated the hostesses in serving at the
in the holiday motif with holly tea James Lawrence
in silver bowls flanked with played seleons on the piano
red candles and a miniature throughout the afternoon.
Miss Jacqueline Sue Shroat.
sister of the bride-elect, kept
the register.
The bridal couple was
presented with serving pieces
of their silver selection of
Wallace "Rose Point" design.
Their wedding is scheduled
Saturday, Dec. 30, at 2:30 p.m.
at the First United Methodist
Church, Frankfort.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Elena Garland 'of





It's fitting to sa•
11 thanks to our friends at•
•
• this time and to wish
one and all the bright
,Tait •
joys of Christmas!
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g A Special Merry Christmas
Wish Is Extended To The
Failowipg Businesses from•_ • ‘'
411
Hamilton Tile Contractor
1623 Keenland Drive - Murray, Ky.
753-8500
James Ray Hamilton Owner




DAKOTA FEED & GRAIN
Floor Tile 8 Special
Designs In Wall Tile
HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS & LO
Decorative Tile Throughout The
LONG JOHN SILVERS
Chocolate Colored Quarry Tile Floor
BIG macISPONTING GOODS
Floor Covering
MURRAY MANOR HOUSING PROJECT-SOUTHSIDE
Ceramiclile
WEU,S NAK-MSU
Ceramic Tile (For the renovation)
Merry Chrittmth to all the new home -owners who were
valuable customers to us this year. We appreciate being
selected to do their tile work
We .specialize in commerciatwork and exclusive homes.
*Ceramic Tile *Quarry Tile *Brick Pavers
Ii
- _ —




!Weds. cepying&mg adios& gesiered to the Committee
the Orions Sersevaid wad Ping€1000,
he Sovereign God
Dwells With Us
s- t John 1 : 1-5, 14-18
6,
It This remarkable passage of scripture
contains some rich and importantlin
truths about the eternal and historical
aspects of Christ, the Son of God, the
emiah of the Jews, and the Saviour of
sinners, which are not revealed
•el4where.
- Christ is the Logos
( Word )--John 1:14
Logos is the Greek term which has
:- been translated "Word." Revelation
: 19:13 tells us that one of the names of
• our Lord is "The Word." Therefore, it is
. not surprising that the Gospel ac-
cording to John opens with the
' statement, "In the beginning wis the
' Word." Here we are taught that Christ'e
eis co-eternal, co-existent, and co-equale
e with God the Father. There was never aa
etime when He did not exi.s-- I Ther
iptstatement, "The Word was with God,"
;reveals Christ's distinct and separate
...
tpersonality, even though an in-
separable union existed between the
-Father and Him. "The Word was God"
.; is a very clear declaration of the deity
-,-,of Christ. This sweeping declaration of
.His essential deity is confirmed
'throughout the New Testament. Any
•::.lower estimate of Him is certainly
':insufficient and untrue.
s' Christ was the agent through whom
....pod created all things. This being true,
(follows that if our Lard Jesus Christ is
;the creator of all things, then He is God.
This is the force of the declaration, "All
things were made by him; and without
:him was not anything made that was..
:Made." Of all things that exist in the
;Material universe there is nothing that
;:came into existence apart from Christ.
f.This same truth, that Christ was the
... r• eator and not a mere creature, is
" :Teiterated with Pauline clarity in
:Colossians 11-17.
e
Christ is the Light
-John 1:4-5
C. Christ is the source of all life and
;'every living being is dependent upon
:Um for the sustenance of.life. He, Who
:is the sourre of all life, is also the-light.
...-b t. -Incarnation Christ was the light
:blaming in the-darkness, but men would
--pet reteree the iltitninatinn which He
:brought. To realize that it was a dark
world into which He came, one' needs
• only to be reminded of the cruelties and
brutalities to which so many .were
triected_atibehands of those who did
"pot know and love God. Through all the
',.tervening centuries Christ has kept
:on shining in the midst of the darkness,
ignorance, and hostility of the sinful
Vice-Id, bin happily the darkness has
'WI:4r been able to extinguish the light.
lawist has kept on shining, regardless
.ri whether or not men have received




When Christ Jesus came into the'
world which He had created the masses
of the people rejected Him, but there
were individuals who received Him and
became the children of God. Being
children of God means having God as
our Father, Christ as our Saviour, the
Holy Spirit as our Guide and Comforter,
the saved as our brethren, and the
angels as our friends. We have the
inestimable privilege of direct access
into the Father's presence, of feasting
on the bounties from His table, of eri-
joying the protective shelter from the
storms that rage about us, of having
fellowship with His children, and of the
comfort of His glorious companionship.
While Christ dwelt here in the flesh
He exemplified and demonstrated
grace and truth. He is still full of grace
for those who do, not deserve anything,
and full of truth for those who as yet are
in ignorance. His life here was - a
splendid manifestation of the glory of
God.
Jesus Christ was both divine and
human. While He sojourned on earth,
after His incarnation, He was as divine
as He had been previously. While here
among men, He brought the glory of
God within human view, un-
derstanding, and appreciation, and
exhibited the Father in such a way that
those who came to know Him knew the
Father also. Believers in Him beheld
His glory and drew from His
inexhaustible supply of divine wisdom,
power, and love. From us, whom He
has saved, He rightfully expects an
absolute trust in -Him and an
unquestioning obedience to Him. While
testifying gladly to His grace, mercy,










Do Not Fit •
▪ NEW YORK (AP) - Something just way, and the apparent answer is they
f.doesn't fit, and- it's somewhat akin to have become cynical, and convinced
;Santa Claus and the chimney, as you that what's economically, bad today
*might conclude after comparing these becornes worse tomorrow.
two statements made in just the past Fully four in five of those accounting
:few days. for today's spending say they have
-From Citibank's survey of con- troubles living within their budgets.
-Amer confidencell- Two of three say conditions will worsen
.;,„ "High prices and sharply decreased in the next six months. Or so the
uying power have combined to give Citibank survey states.
erican consumers their worst case Should the buying pattern continue
economic jitters since the end of 1976, through the winter, the economic ex-
.the latest Citibank survey shows. pansioh will have reached the ancient
.; "The survey showed the consumer age of four full years, second longest of
:confidence index, based on the the entire 20th century. And all thanks
loroportion who- are optimistic versus to the consumer.
4oessimistic, has dropped to 30, lowest.
-since just after the president/a/ eieetion
'Iwo years ago::
.--From a spokesman for a large
Nidwest department store chain who
:asked not to be named: . as. - "ft appriuS thiS -will be at least the—Letter TO rAlltOr
,hird straight very strong Christmas."
Citibank's surney is supported by
similar studies by other consumer
Inalysts. And the department store
:spokesman's comments are repeated
4:ly large numbers of other retailers.
Varying _conclusions can be drawn
trom this evidence: that sellers
!exaggerate; that polls mislead; that
jitters are conducive to buying. And to
home extent, there is a degree of truth
jri all three.
You can hardly blame a retailer for
),eporting ,good business, even when
*isiness i fdy fair, because his job is
*sell. Regards of strong sales, it is felt,
.knake the reluctant buyer feel he is out
step.
It's an old story, the report of
booming sales before Christmas and
then cash-ralsing sales a week later.
And polls can mislead, despite an
hbility sometimes to foretell broad
iculomic directions and levels. Long
ago, some polls told of consumers too
tearful to be interested in cars and
houses, whose sales soared.
!". But are jitters conducive to buying?
it seems that way, because the
Allegedly jittery consumer has bought
And bought, and borrowed to buy more.
. fhis is a clociunentted as fact. -And it has
trolonged the expansion.
?-:The more meaningful Question is why
consumers--arg acting in this strange
Contest To Return
Dear Editor,
Due to the energy crisis and the
severe winters of the past two years,
the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club did not sponsor its an-
nual "Christmas Decorating" contest
for the homes and businesses in
Murray.
We hope to resume this special event
4w coming years. Many homes in
Min-ray and Calloway County have
been decorated for the holiday season
and we congratulate these residents for
their talents and efforts.








Blessed are' the merciful; for they
shall obtain mercy. - Matthew 5:7.
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ping closed a two-hour interview with
us in Peking Nov. 27 with a seemingly
wistful desire to visit -Washington
someday, he was just nine days away
from a fateful move intimately con-
nected to the bold Soviet push in Asia.
Vice Premier Teng on Dec. 5 called in
Ambassador Leonard Woodcock, chief
of the U.S. liaison office in Peking, to
break the long impasse over full
diplomatic relations between the U.S.
and Communist China. In effect, the
Chinese strongman indicated his
government would look the other way
,at US Tal man _
-16 concession,
Teng had to he concerned about the
inexorable Soviet pressure on Iran,.
Pakistan, Indochina and the Western
Pacific that is dramatically altering the
world balance of power. His feeling that
only a Sino-American alliance can
effectively confront the polar bear led
Turn to countenance what Peking had
always deemed intolerable.
The official U.S. position is that
President Carter's announcement last
Friday night was not playing the China
card against Moscow. Nevertheless,
administration insiders admit Soviet
pressure from the Horn of -Africa to the-
Western Pacific helped hasten
agreement with Peking. Certainly, that
is the view of national security adviser
Zbigniew Brzezinski, whose visit to
Peking last spring started negotiations
leading to diplomatic ties. .
And there is no doubt whatever of the
anti-Soviet intent of the Chinese
government. In our. interview, Teng
actually used the word "alliance" in
describing a U.S.-Chinese combination
against the Kremlin - a phrasing that
surprised and fascinated U.S. officials.
At the least, Teng wants a Sino-
-American treaty similar to the Sino
Japanese treaty that so infuriated
1 Moscow.
iliferrhien ria-ferite Mains? 0- problems
posed by the Soviet offensive, aimed at 
the West's oil supply. Butit temporarily
• provides a psychological boost for
nations deeply concerned about Car-
ter's irresoluteness in the face of Soviet
aggressiveness.
Among such nations, a spot check on
Embassy Row here indicates the lift
given by the U.S.-Chinese combination
far surpasses concern that abrogation
of the U.S.-Taiwan defense treaty in-
dicts Washington as an unfaithful ally.
One astute ambassador told us the
Taiwan question is more a matter for
American riarnestie debate than world
consideration.
But' any implication that Carter was
ART
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast,
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartene, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt repir, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed In this column.
HEARTLINE: My father, who is 66
years old, has Medicare. He' had a
severe stroke in October and is un-
dergoing physical and speech therapy.
At the erne, he is not capable of han-
dling all the Medicare claims he must
But irt orSar perttwe tretrappen.,the, .1-flake, and because of the speech im-
, 'iplirrrnent as a result of the stroke, can't"MtlferTi‘y tiltflrhave
really explain to me all I need to knowfurther strain' the. budget, go further
into debt and, if the polls are on the to do it for him. Can I file claims for him
for the physical and speech therapymark, become even more jittery.
charges? Please tell me what the
requirements are for this type of
coverage. - P.A.
Yes. Medicare Part "B" (Medical
Insurance) will help cover these ser-
vices when they are, furnished under
direct and personal supervision of a
doctor or furnished as part of home
health services. Theie services are
covered also for an outpatient of a
qualified skilled nursing facility, clinic,
rehabilitation agency or public health
agency as long as the services are
furnished under a plan established and
periodically reviewed by a doctor.
There is limited coverage for physical
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therapy services furnished by an
dependently practicing Medicare
certified physical therapist in his or her
office or in the patient's home.
, Our 1979 edition of Heartline's Guide
to Medicare is now available. It is in
easy to understand question and an-
swer form and covers changes in
Coverage for 1979. To order, send $1.75
to Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow eight weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am receiving a VA
service-connected disability pension. I
have lost the use of one leg and cannot
work at my regular employment any
longer. Could I receive higher VA
benefits as a result of this loss? - J.C.
Disabled veterans are now being
alerted to a provision of a new law that
could mean an additional $175 a month
in VA compensation payments to them.
The added payments are authorized by
"The Veterans Disability Com-
pensation and Survivor's Benefits Act
• of 1978," which was signed on Oct. 18 by
President Carter. In general, veterans
eligible for the additional payment are
those who suffered the service-
connected loss, or loss of use, of one
extremity from nonservice-connected
causes.
The veteran must have been rated
less than 100 percent disabled by VA for
his service-connected injuries to be
eligible for the newly added com-
pensation for nonservice-connected
bids. Currently, the average monthly
VA compensation payment for a
veteran with service-connected loss of a
leg, or its use, is $211. ,
The VA is issuing a special appeal for
assistance from national -veterans
organizations in locating disabled
veterans who may qualify for the new
benefit. VA chief Max Cleland ex-
plained, "Our computers can identify
- veterans who have service-connected
_ loss of extremities, but we have no way
of knowing how many of them have
subsequently lost a paired extremity
from nonservice-connected causes."
Cleland urged any' disabled veteran,
who believes he might be eligible for
the additional payment to contact the
nearest VA regional. office, or a
member of one of the veterans




abandoning the Nationalist regime on
Taiwan to the Communists would have
prevented an agreement with Peking.
Accordingly, it was significant that
Teng told us Taiwan poses no huge
problem and in fact is far less for-
midable than the barrier shattered
when Richard Nixon opened the China
dialogue in 1971.
Teng moved toward a solution when,
during our interview, he threw out the
tantalizing hint of a capitalistic Taiwan
permitted even after political
unification with the Communist
mainland. More to the immediate point
- was Ten's. a gretsNoot- With We-oder:wk.
:Dec. 6: he would - though,, very
reluctantly - cause no uproar over an
extra year of the U.S.-Taiwan defense
treaty 'and, particularly important,
continued arms purchases.
When we visited Taiwan shortly
before going to the mainland, the
realistic Nationalist goal appeared not
so much to prevent the inevitable
transfer of the U.S. embassy to Peking
but to buy high-performance aircraft as
a deterrent to the Communists.
Although Carter has rejected such
requests, influential' figures in the
administration will be pushinuhins-th-
change his mind.
Nothing in the .joint communique
issued in Washington and 'Peking
Friday prevents the U.S. from selling a, _
proposed new all-weather version of the .
F41 tgAtie.Nationaliat Ff1148A1*-461i4011All
invasion of Taiwan is surely at the
bottom of Peking's priorities, U.S. help
in establishing a deterrent would dull
charges of betrayal.
Teng could not have agreed to look
the other way regarding such sales
unless he and his Western-oriented
faction were solidly in control. The
U.S.-Chinese agreement is not an effort
by Teng to consolidate his power but
rather a validation of his supremacy in
China today.
Anticipating what happened last
Friday, officials on Taiwan told us
Washington's play of the China .card
would be quickly followed by Peking's
play of the Russian card. But the mood
in Communist China is thoroughly anti-
Soviet and the need for economic,
diplomatic and military ties with the
West is dominant.
The new Washington-Peking
relationship is no substitute for a more
resolute U.S. attitude toward the
Kremlin, but it surely is no Communist
trap. Teng's eagerness to combine with
the Americans against the polar bear is
genuine, even to the point of, putting




In these days' worries about the
energy crisis compete for our attention
with predictions of ecological or
economic disaster.
These words of Blaise Pascal (1623-
1662), a brilliant French
mathematician and religious
philosopher, alert us-to the importance
of human reason in the face of nature's
challenges:
Man is but a reed, the most feeble
thing in nature; but he Le a thinking
reed. The entire universe need not
arm Itself to crush hlin. A vapor,
drop of water suffices.. But, if the
universe were to crush him, man
would still be more noble than that
which killed him, because he
knows that he dies and the ad-
vantage which the universe has
over him; the universe knows
nothing of this.
(For more by Pascal, see.his diary.
Thoughts, published after his death and




Four Murrayans-Louise Y. Baker.
William W. Fandrich, Newell Knight,
and William E. Page-have passed their
real estate examinations and have
received their salesman's licenses.
Deaths reported include Miss Janice
Montgomery, 22, killed in - an
automobile accident near Dickson,
Tenn., William Ernest Dick, and Alvin
Outland, 76.
. The grand opening of the Cheri
Theatre will be held on Christrnas day,
Dec. 25. Showing will be "Gone With
The Wind."
The Rev. John Sanderson, recently
appointed missionary to Trinidad and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Voris Sanderson of
Murray, will speak Sunday evening at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
Hickman County Falcons beat the
Mayfield Cardinals to become chain-
pions of the Calloway County High
School Christmas Basketball Tour-.
nament. Callaway High beat South
Marshall in the consolation game. High
scorers were Mullins with 21 for Hick-
man, Sanders with 15 for Mayfield,
Rushing with 21 for Calloway, and
McGregor and Perry with 17 each for
South Marshall.
20 Years Ago
Winners in the Christmas Hnrne
Decoration Contest, sponsored by the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, have been announced as
Mrs. Hugh Houston, Mrs. Glen Pace,
Mrs._ Rob Erwin, and Miss Vicky Jo,
Brandon.
Deaths reported include A. B. Bracy,
57, John S. Madrey, 90, and Gerald
Galloway, 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Waters will
celebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary on Dec. 28 with an open house
at their home near the Old Salem
Church.
New officers of Camp 592 of the
Woodmen of the World are Aubrey
Willoughby, James Rogers, Randall
Patterson, Glenn Wooden, Ivan
Johnston., Mite Morris, Milton L
Lassiter, 'W. 'B. Parker, Clarence
Horton, Harold Dotigias;- --and- -L-. -
Hendon.
In _high schooLibmakstball-4-gasnes
Paducah nigh:nail beat-Murray High
and. Alm° beat Kirksey. High scorers
were Stamper with 16 for Paducah, Lee
with 9 for Murray, Ferguson with 24 for
Alm°, and G. Key with 21 for' ICirksey.
30 Years Ago
A house, owned by Taylor Perry,
located on North First Street, Murray,
was destroyed by fire yesterday. The
families of Gene Rowlett and Geneva
Brown resided in the apartments, and
all of their contents were destroyed in
1U-frames.
Murray Fire Chief William 0.
Spencer urges the public to be ex-
tremely careful during the holiday
season,to prevent fires in the homes and
businesses.
  --
and Mrs. Jay Wilson on Dec. 21.
In high school basketball games Lynn
Grove beat Hickman by the score of 48
to 43. Dunnaway got 16 for Lynn Grove
and Lattus got 14 for Hickman.
Betty Shroat, teacher at Elvyns, Mo.,
is spending the holidays with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Shroat
Today In History
By The 441ssoelsted-Prees
Today is Friday, Dec. 22. the 356th
day of 1978. There are nine days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1894, a French army
officer, Alfred Dreyfus, Was found
guilty of treason in a court-martial
which triggered world-wide charges of
antiSemitism.
On this date: •
In 1696, the founder of the colony of
Georgia, James Oglethorpe, was born
In London.
In 1775, a Continental Navy fleet of
seven ships was organized in the
rebellious American colonies.
In 1942, U.& heavy bombers raided
the Japanese-occupied city of Rangoon
Burma.
In 1944, the Gerrrians demanded the
surrender of the Arnerican general,
Anthony McAuliffe, at Bastogne,
Belgium, and he replied: "Nuts."
In 1967, President Lyndon Johnson,
flying a tight, secret schedule, made
Christmas-season visits to American
troops in Vietnam and Thailand.
In 1972, the U.S. disclosed the loss of
10 B-52 bombers over North Vietnam in
five days of heavy raids.
Ten years ago: President-elect
Richard Nixon's daughter, Julie, and
David Eisenhower were married.
Five years ago: The 93rd Congress
adjourned its first session without
giving President Nixon the sweeping
poivers be sought to impose gas
rationing and take other steps to con-
serve energy. -
One year ago: At least 34 persons
were killed when an -explosion tore
through a grain elevator near New
Orleans.
Today's bi a ys : Mrs.. Lyndon
Johnson is 66. chestra conductor
Andre Koatelane 77.
Thought for today: Some men are
alive simply because- It is against the
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Paducah Drug Case To
Be Heard In January
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
multiple drug offense case
involving four persons from
Cincinnati is .to be heard by
the McCracken County grand
jury when it meets in January.
Felony charges against the
defendants were taken to the
grand jury following a hearing
in District Caw( on Tuesday.
The charges stem from a city
police investigation of forged
prescriptions and the passing
of prescriptions at Paducah
pharmacies last month.
Charges against Cannon
Leonard include three counts
of making forged prescrip-
tions. Willie Thomas is





charge stems from an incident
around Nov. 22 when Thomas




Williams and Patricia Mly
include counts of uttering a
forged prescription and
trafficking in a non-narcotic
controlled substance.
All four defendants have
received 20-day jail terms on
misdemeanor charges in
connection with the case.
The illegal prescriptions
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WHEATON, 111. (AP) — A
Circuit Court judge in DuPage
County, overruling objections
from prosecutors, has ordered
the release of a man acquitted




release of David Hamby, 26,
following a series of hearings.
The judge stipulated that
Hamby. must continue
receiving psychiatric treat-
ment after his release from
the Madden Mental Health
Center in Maywood. He also
ordered him to undergo group
therapy and continue taking a
drug to control his psychosis.
Hamby had been held at the
mental hospital since being
acquitted Oct. 20, 1976, of the
murder of his father, John G.
Hamby, 53, a Chicago lawyer
who was slain in Elmhurst.
Hamby is to live in Frank-
!Oct, Ky., with an uncle and
was ordered,by the judge to
continue as an outpatient in
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Second-Half Sag Dooms -Murray To 7th Defeat
Northeast Louisiana, Trailing 36-30
At Half, Rallies Behind Natt, Hall
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
• For halftime internussions,
Northeast Louisiana coach
Lennie Flint says thanks. For
halftime intermission and
everything after last night,
Murray State coach Ron
Greene says no thanks.
With the Racers leading 36-
30 after the first 20 minutes of
action. Greene, watched the
Indians outscore his team 37-
21 thereafter for a 67-57 vic-
tory' in the Sports Arena that
dropped Murray's record to 2-
, .
-We played a great first
half, got the lead, then folded
up our tent in the second half,"
said Greene, "We were a
completely ddferert team out
there."
The Racers used 65-percent
shooting In the first half to
vault to their early advantage.
By intermission, Murray
forward John Randall had
nine rebounds. and Keith
Oglesby had 11 points on 5-of-7
shooting.
At game's end, however,
Randall had grabbed only
three more errant shots to add
to his total, and, though
Oglesby scored 10 more
points, he was the only bright
spot. Murray sank just 8-of-22
shots as the Indians pulled
steadily away.
lirrassast Lasisima el, Illeney S7
fg fga ft fto reb
MINIM Ogisssby  10 13 1 2 2
John Orondaif 3 7 2 4 12
Roy 'Taylor 2 6 0 0 2
Downd Lowry  2 3 0 4 1
Allen Mann  3 5 0 0 2
• Tom Adorns 3 3 0 0 -2 ' ' 1'
- Waria-raellayk2 -1----4----2----2- -a- ---2- -4 --
Kenney Hammonds 0 1 2 2 0 0 2
Bobo Jackson 0' o o 0' 1
Barry Snow  1 2 0 0 0
Horysty Mc N•al 0 4 0 0 0
Tom iefflor  0 2 0 0 1
Gordon Melton 0 0 0 0 0
Team Rebounds  5
Totals 25 48 7 II 32 22 57
Heetheest Leuisiate
, Colon Nott   8 12 6 7
David Hall  6 13 0 1
ugerisi Robi nson  3 5 7
John Picket  5 13 0 1
Joint* Moyo 4 7 3 4
Ronald Freak. 0 0 2 2
























26 57 75 22 27 17 67
Halftime 36-30. Murray - ottendoRts. 1. 704? ( est).
"It was a question of our
experietce, I think," said
Flint, who is in his last season
of coaching after 21 previous
years at the school. -M)uray
seemed reluctant to take the
outside shot in the second half,
and we cut them off inside."
The Racers led by as many
as eight in the first period at
14-26 with 2:32 left on Ran-
dall's turnaround six-footer, a
distance that Murray rarely
eclipsed in the first half. Of its
17 first-half baskets, eight
came on lay ups.
-We were hitting the open
man, being patient, all the
things that I looked for in the
first half," said Greene. "I
just can't explain' what hap-
pened after that."
Here's a try. Northeast
' Louisiana outscored Murray
26-10 ove_r_the first 10 minutes
of the second half and, sud.
denly„ the Indians led 56-48.
The Racers managed to cut
that deficit to six points three
times thereafter, but could get
no closer.
The Indians were led by
Calvin Natt with 22 points and
David Hall with 12. Both Natt
and Hall sank clutch long-
range attempts to keep
Northeast Louisiana in
Murray's attempt to rally.
''For us to win, we have to
get 40 minutes of intense play
from everyone out there,"
said Greene, "But we're just
not getting it.
David Lawry drives against Nerthimet Wahiawa's lagesse Rabin:ea (44) and Calvin Platt during
last night's Alarm? State loss'. The defeat broke a twe-gaine Racer win streak.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
For Your New
• Or Used Car
or Truck See, . .
percent every time he steps
out on the floor," Greene said.
"But other than him, we have
a lot of people that like to
coast. That won't win ball
games."
To Fant, the victory was
past due. "We lost to games in
overtime (to Texas Tech and
Lamari--because we didn't
play smart. We had the lead
and the ball, and looked like
freshmen out there.
"But when we got the lead in
the second half tonight, we
were able to fall back into the
zone and make them shoot
from the outside," he said.
The game was marred by 39
fouls - 20 in the first half -
that kept play ragged and
enabled Northeast Louisiana
to shoot 22 free throws (it hit
15) to Murray's 11 it hit 7).
Why the sudden chaqge in
the momentum after the first
half, Fent was asked.
-Oglesby seemed to be the
only one for them who was
willing to take the outside
shot," he 4aid. "They killed us
inside in the first half, so we
felt like we could give .them
the 20-footer and win."
The loss broke a two-game
win streak for the Racers and
enabled the Indians to even
their record at 4-4. Murray
travels to Memphis State
Saturday to face the Tigers in
an 8 p.m. contest.
"It's hard to get ready for
another game after an ending
like this," said Greene.
Basketball is great when
u're winnin.g but this is no Christmas trees, the Miami
''',0061149*-1"41C"b
Just Natt Murray's Night
John Randall (rear) jockeys for position with Calvin Natt during lest night's Murray State clash with Northeast Louisiana in the
Sports Arena. Randall grabbed 12 rebounds, but Matt poured in 2/ points to lead the Indians tea 67-57 triumph that dropped the
Racers' record to 2-7.
Goodbye Falcons, Oilers
higierray Ledger 81 Time
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Pro Picker Going With Miami, Eagles In Playoffs
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
In the spirit of the season,
with families ,throughout the
nation trimming their
conference semifinals
scheduled for Dec. 30-31.
If Philadelphia beats
Atlanta, the Eagles would
play at Los Angeles and
Minnesota would be at Dallas
- -- - --- -- noes vrittIrrantrtron-rmr-914Y-cl4s' AR-•Atiant
nents in Sunday'
4 
would send the cons-toFal • s
Thursday National Football League Dallas and Minnesota against 
Los Angeles..wild-card playoff games.
In the AFC, If Miami wins, it
Miami entertains a banged- will play Pittsburgh in the
up Houston team in the second' round while Denver
American Football Con- will visit New England. Should
ference game, .-while Houston win the Oilers would
Philadelphia visits Atlanta fin play New England with Pit-
the National Football COO'tsburgh atainst Denver.
fereneernatrhup. " , Last week's 9-5 record
The two games are vital to • completed the season at.135-87
the match ups in the respective for .609 and that's better than
Basketball
By The Associated Press
Thersiky Games
BOYS
Garda 81 McDowell 76
Knott Central II Harlan 07
Momicego 0 Burgin 71
MMUS 07 Hedierd Co 84
Paintertne 71.1151rsfab
bbbissisarg Cabral Tra
Askarrills 15 allabisaberg Central 64
Greeeridge 72 Hughes-Kirk 64
'Dragon Mask
Champisaellp
Warm Central 64 Mammon 0, 50
Great Cs Fro
Ft Thaw Highland, 78 C. HoO, Crow N
Grant Co SI Pendleton Cb 50
• Wailsa-Versin Tra
Wakse-Vareas Dale Hb 75
lleaciabad 111 &Rd 56
4111111 --.--
Ifetrview 40 Patatavale al
Lector Go Calla 41
Mali River Tr,
flothiehan 51 Evangel 50
Dregs, Cheat
Cimplowide
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-as ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS.114D. SERIES (SC)
=Mr 
  ... .... 641
621
• MGR IND. SEKIES (HP
" 41 Barbecued Shoulders Pit Baked Ham Barbecued Turkey .
Some of the clubs still trudging
the road to the Super Bowl.
The picks:
NFC WILD CARD
_Eagles 20, Falco ia LI
Philadelphia- ,14pg8j4he
into this cordest, which marks
the club's first playoff ap-
pearance since winning the
NFL championship in 1960.
For Atlanta, this will be the
first playoff game in the
franchise's 12-year history.
The Falcons, whose success is
constructed around the fourth-
 best defense 111 theNFC, had
cardiac season, winning four
games in the final 10 seconds,
all by the same score - 20-17.
Both teams finished with 9-7
records and met in the
preseason, with the Eagles
Posting a 24-7 victory.
AFC WILD CARD




Pastorini and rookie sensation




to be hitting its stride just in
time for the playoffs.
In an earlier meeting,
--ITOuSton outlaite-d- The
Dolphins 35-30 With Campbell




Specials Good wit him,. al iij ii ir • Op.. $-1 lawn.
1401 W. MAIN* PHONE 1534682 Doc. 14-Dec. 24 . WE GLADLY ACCEPT F000 STAMPS Fri ..a sat. $4
HIGH AlfP3tAGICZ
Iselleallb•177




MIAMI i AP) --- Miami' BEIM
Dolphin coach Don Shute and
place-kicker Garo YeprerniA
sometimes have other things
_ to discuss than the fortunes of
the Dolphins.
Shula's son, Dave,' was s
crack p2ss receiver for
Dartmouth in 1978 and in the
28-21 victory over Princeton
that clinched the Ivy. League
title he caught eight aerials
for 191 yards.
Bed Yepremian, Garo's
younger brother, was a star
place-kicker- for Florida and
boOted/e/trfield goals in an 10-
16 triumph over Kentucky.
• aristion
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Oven Baked Fully Decorated
PARTY HAMS
Owen's Reif Slob Slicod
BACON 








OWENS WILL BE OPEN SUNDAY DEC. 24th 8:00-























































































Ntefensive back Greg Milo.
"We know they're going to
come • out throwing.. We've
seen the films. I don't think
they'll be able to run on us."
Navy won • its first six
games, three by shutout, and
is ranked 13th in the nation in
total defense. The garile
begins at 8 p.m. CST and will
be televised by the Mizlou
Murray High Coasts In 97-56 Rout
By KEVIN PEN ICK
Sports Writer
Murray High fell just short
of the century mark here last
night as they routed the
Ballard Bombers 97-56 in a
makeup game.
Tigers Zoom Past Ballard
The Bombers, now 0-8,
seemed to lack the height,
skill, and experience
necessary to beat the Tigers.
Murray outrebounded Ballard
61-29.
6-5 senior Howard Boone
snatched 19 rebounds and
scored 15 points for Murray
even though he at out the last
quarter. Greg Latto pulled
down 10 offensive rebounds
and Nick Swift, Mike Brad-
Nick Swift (Si) shoots over Ballard Memorial's Tim Bowles during Murray High's 97-56 nundisig
of the Bombers last night. Swift scored 15 points. At right is Howard Boone.




The Holiday Bowl at San
Diego - pitting the Mid-
shipmen of Navy against
Brigham Young University. -
kicks off . the first ; major
weekend of college bowl
games tonight.
Navy, 8-3 and a six-point
favorite, will have to get its
offensive punch from quar-
terback- Bob Leszczynski in
the inaugural Holiday 13-owl






pions with a 9-3 record, rely on
the passing arms of junior
Marc Wilson and sophomore
Jim McMahon, who combined
for 2,807 Yards paising this
year. Wilson, a drop-back
passer who threw for 1,499
yards, probably will start.
-There's really- no
shaw and Ed Harcourt all
scored in double figures.
Hal Moss's 16 points and
Tally Allen's 15 were the only
double figure scoring for
Ballard. Murray hit a solid 38
field goals out of 63 attempts
159 percent), while Ballard
was way off target, sinking
only 21 of 75 tries ( 28 percent).
, Allen scored the first two
points of the game for Ballard
on a fast breaking layup.
Murray exploded into action
and scored eight points on four
consecutive field goals as they
forced the Bombers into a
number of early turnovers.
At the end of the first
quarter the Tigers were
leading 26-11. They never
looked back, stretching the
lead to 48-28 by halftime.
The physical Tigers
maintained their aggressive
style of play, yet controlled
their fouls better than they
have any time this season.
"We didn't foul like we have
been," said Murray coach
Cary Miller. "We had only 11
fouls out of our starters .,this
time out."
The third quarter saw the
Tigers leap to a 74-41 ad-
vantage. Forward Blake King
and guard Tim Bowles both
fouled. out about halfway
through the game, putting the
Bombers at an even bigger
disadvantage.
Several .of the younger„.
Tigers-saw action in the fourth
quarter. Bobby Daniel picked
up five points, and Guy Furr
made a three-point play with a
driving layup and fret throw.
Todd Bradshaw and Howie
Crittenden made four points
each with layups and Robin
Roberts chipped in two field
goals from underneath the
basket, all in the last quarter.
"The scoring was pretty
even across the board for us,"
said Miller. "Everybody had
an opportunity to play and
they All gave me a good effort.
"We got a chance to do some
things that we have been
working on al/ week and were
looking for an opportunity to
try. We had a lot of height on
them and that gave us the
edge on rebounds," he added.
The Murray seniors showed
excellent leadership
throughout the game as they
hit 21-of-28 free throw at-
tempts to make a difference
that has been lacking in their
previous performances.
Tiger A's 37, Ballard 34
Murray held a comfortable
lead throughout most of the
game. Ballard drew close in
the final _quarter, but clutch
free-throw shooting enabled
the Tigers to save the victory.
Murray is now 6-1 for the
year, while Ballard is 4-1.
.. Murray - Bobby Daniel, 12;
Howie Crittenden, 11; Guy
Furr, 8; Todd Bradshaw, 2;
Robin Roberts, 4;
Murray 40017, Wird 56
fg !go ft Ito pf rb tp
Ed Horcour t  5 9 2 2 1 3 12
Howard Boone  6 11 3 5 3 19 15
Jeff Kursave  0 1 7 8 3 8 7
Mikis Bradshaw  7 12 0 2 0 3 14
Nick Swift  7 10 1 1 1 7 15
Howie Crittendon 4 5 2 2 3 1 9
Greg Latta 'I'  2 5 2 2 3 10 6
Bobby Don&  1 2' 3 4 7 3 5
Guy Furr  1 2 1 1 1 0 3
Todd Bradshaw 2 3 0 0 0 0 4
Dorwin Bum phis  1 1 1 2 0 0 3_
44'042 7 4
Greg SchOribacher  0 0 0 0 4
Totals  38 63 21 28 19 6/ 97
Bollard ---27 75 -14 245` 19 29 56
Bloke King. 6, 74a1 moss, 16, Tim Bowies, 4; Tally Allen, IS; Kitrel
Givens, 6, Mike Lone, 2; Steve Cavanaugh, 3; Tracy Giles, 4
Murray High  26 22 26 23-97
Bollard Memorial  11 17 13 15-56
Navy-13rigkonVtaing Kick Off Action
network to some parts of the
nation.
Bowl activity continues
Saturday with No. 13
Maryland, 9-2, vs. No. 14
Texas, 8-3, in the Sun Bowl at.
El Paso, Texas; No I&
Missouri, 7-4, vs. Louisiana
State, 8-3, in the Liberty Bowl
at Memphis, Tenn., and No. 16
Pittsburgh, 8-3, vs. North
Carolina State, 8-3, in the
Tangerine Bowl at Orlando,
Fla.
On Monday, 17th-ranked
Purdue, 8-2-1, meets Georgia
Tech, 74, in the Peach Bowl at
Atlanta, and No. 15 UCLA, 8-3,
plays eighth-ranked Arkan-
sas, 9-2, in the Fiesta Bowl at
Tempe, Ariz.
The Sun Bowl pits left-
handed quarterbacks Tim
O'Hare of Maryland against
-Mark McBath of Texas.
O'Hare, who threw for 1,388
yards to lead the Terrapins to
the Atlanta Coast Conference
title, is more of a passer than
McBath. But if the Longhorns
need passing, they have senior
Randy MCEactietif, a-, sight-
hander. , --- -
With flanker Johnny "Lam"
Jones, an Olympic gold
medalist in the 400-meter
relay, Texas is a one-
touchdown favorite. The
game, which has a 12:30 p.m.
CST kickoff, will be televised
by CBS.
-Johnny Lam -may be the
biggest secret in America,"
said Coach Fred Akers of the
run-siriented Southwest
Conference Longhorns.
"There's no doubt in my mind
he's the finest wide receiver in
America. He has hands, heart
and, of course, speed.
Former Military Academy.
Coach Smith Firing Shots
NEW YORK ( AP) - The
proud and prestigious U.S.
Military Academy, rocked in
suspense," said Navy., the past by cribbing scandals=
and violations of its strict
honor code, was reeling again
today following charges by
former football Coach Homer
Smith of cwides,pread
violations of NCAA rules.
And a West Point official,
who called some of Smith's
charges "baseless," admitted
that "some had sub-
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,.•• Genuine Leather Pouches
to correct them." •
Smith, who was fired two
weeks ago after compiling a
:-21-33-1 record in five years as
Army's head coach, charged
in an exclusive interview with
The Associated Press that ,
West Point officials broke
NCAA rules "willy-nilly" and
said .his attempts liihave the
matter investigated "met a
coverup" from Academy
officials.
Thursday's College Ra. ketha It Scores
By The Asearlated Fres,
F.AST
Detroit 76, Iona 72
LIU 57. Baltimore 51 .
Louisiana Si 63, Army 7'7
Truqoeune 75
SOUTH --'
Armstrong State 129. Webber 59
Auburn KO, Georgia Tech 57
Florida Southern 84, LaSalle 73
Furman Y. Francis Marion 60 •
GramblIng 47, Centenary 92
Hampton lost Id, Virglhia St 70
Morehead St 81, Mercer:67
NE Louisiana 67, Murray St. 57
MIDWEST
Franklin 19, N Kentucky St. 84
N Michigan 79. l'eltori-Wis.13
Purdue 79, Miami (Otuoi 57
S041111WFST
Oklahoma City 67, West Texas 77
FAN WEST
Annina St 98, Southwest Louisiana 78
Brigham Young 113. Harvard 72
Utah 85. Idaho State ?6
Oregon St. IS. Oregon 58
San 'Sego St. 13, Missouri 77, CM
MC 89, Kansas IL OT
Chapman 70, Seattle Pa I If1( 62
St. Mary's, Cal 1, Boston Carte 79
EXHIBITION
Athletes in Action 76, Alabama 68
llis & World-News Clank
Cbempieership
Virginia Tech 41. Delaware 1119
Coneeletioo
Cornktne..811. St. Louis 71, 2 OT
Well Park Mask,
• Chatopiliwild•
Nevada-Reno 17. Georgetown 77
Cowhides
Eastern Kentucky 144, Fresno St 71
However, Lt. Gen. Andrew
J. Goodpaster, superintendent
of the Academy, said that "a'
thorough and extensive in-
ternal review of the entire
matter" after Smith brought it
to his attention last December
culminated in "appropriate




Wednesday night at The AP's
New., 'York headquarters,
included allegations of illegal
try213,a of prospective
recruits; numerous campus
visits in excess of the number
permitted by the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association; inequitable
distribution of prep school
scholarships to favor athletes
and using more than the
allowed number of active off-
campus recruiters.
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Srobscrilbers whe have not
received their homy rirelivered
copy of The Merry, ledher
Times by 530 p.m_iitooiley
Friday or by 110 p.m. oo Sow
days ore erred to coil 753-1116
benvetio 5:30 p.m sod I. p.m.,
Mondley-Frisley, tor 330 p.m.
mod 4 p.m. Setordoyt, to lame
delivery o4. the fteortpern. C.
meet be pieced by eve.. peek -
days' or 4 p.m. Seterfley• to
avereetos delivery.
Gay Ferr (right) drives past Ballard Memorial's Kitrel Givens in last night's Murray High 97-56
triumph. The victory improved the Tigers' record to 5-1.
Starr photo by Kevin Penick
Parents Of Crash Victims
Say Evansville Insensitive
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) -
Some parents of victims in
last year's plane crash that
claimed the lives of the
University of Evansville
basketball team now say the
school has been insensitive to
their feelings, the Evansville
Courier reported in a
copyright story Thursday.
Twenty-nine persons, in
eisettnir-Ttlie- entire Azer -
basketball team, died Dec. 13,
1977, when their DC3-airplane -
crashed shortly after takeoff
at Evansville's Dress
Regional Airport.
Use of more than $330,000
aised through donations and
benefits held in connection
with the mishap is at the heart
of the dispute. The parents of
those killed had an attorney
write asking for information
on how much was collected,
whereit went and why.
Several parents expressed
displeasure over not being
involved in determining how
the contributions were spent
or in the design of a plaza and
memorial being built on
campus at a cost the
newspaper said was ap-
proximately $115,000.
The university has declined
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A aide who was in the
motorcade when President
J.ohn F. Kennedy was
assassinated says reports of
supposed evidence that four






























to break a la-year silence
concerning the events in
Dallas.
Malcolm Kilduff, Kenneda's
acting press secretary on the\
Dallas trip, called the reports
Wednesday a ''rush to the
press for headlines by a new
selfstyled expert."
Kilduff said Thursday he is
convinced only three shots
were fired, all from the Texas
School Book Depository, as
the Warren Commission
concluded.
A member of the House
Assasssulations Committee,
Rep. Harold Sawyer, R-Mich.,
said Wednesday that new
evidence from acoustical
experts showed four shots
were fired, one from a
"grassy knoll" along the
motorcade route.
"None of these so-called
experts were there. I was,"
said Kilduff. He said the
Assassinations Committee
had not taken him up on an
offer to testify.
Kilduff said he accompanied
Kennedy to Dallas because
Press Secretary Pierre
Sahriger was in Japan with
Secretirs of State Dean klusk
at the time,
He rode tn. the press 000l
car, directly bekind the Secret
Service car whichfollowed the
president's limousine, and had
a clear view of the grassy
knoll, he said. "No one on the
knoll was firing a gun."
Kilduff gave this statement
by telephone from Lees Junior
College at Jackson, Ky.,
where he is a public relations
man=
'In the more than 15 years
since President Kennedy's
assassination, I've 'tried to
stay out of the various con-.
The College Shop
Heats woken in the
exatemert ced cracciabor
at 0,istn lap and Santo'
thcNtA rcbust span and borty
liiycur holidays to overflowing
n.vith mernment cm; delight
We soy lhanks for you
Inoughtfulness and pray ar







However, the latest rush to the
press for headlines by a new
self-styled expert has forced
me to reconsider my silence
"A few months ago, when
the Select Committee on
Assassinations announced
that public hearings would be
held on the Kennedy and King
killings, I made myself known
to that committee and offered
to cooperate in any was
possible.
"In response to my offer, I
was asked by a staff member
what information I had which
would support the 'conspiraco
theory.' I told him I had none,
and that while I kept an open
mind on the subject, nothing I
had ever seen or heard con-
voiced me that the had in
fact been a conspiracy.
"I have not changed my
mind. Nor have I ever heard
from that committee again.
"The press pool car in which
I was riding on Nov. 22, 1963,
was directly under the window
of the Texas School Book
Depository when the shots
were fired. I have never had
any question in my mind from
which direction the shots
came or the number of shots
fired.
-There were three shots,
and they came from above my
right shoulder. From my
vantage point I was looking
directly at the now famous
•grassy knoll.' No otie on the
knoll was firing a gun.
'An examination of the
Zapruder and all other films
will clearly show the Secret
Service agents in the followup
car turning around and
looking above and to their
right — at the School Book
Depository. Had any or all of
the shots originated from the
knoll, it would seem only
reasonable that at least one
agent would have been looking
in that direction rather than at
the book depository. These
simpty are the facts.
•'I personally am com-
pletely satisfied that Lee
-Harvey Oswald was the lone
assassin. I am also fed up with
the long line of self-styled
experts from the now
thoroughly discredited Mark
Lane to the latest headline
hunter, Michigan
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers said Thursday that
surface erosion was
responsible for the Paintsville
Reservoir seepage which
forced the evacuation of this
town Dec. 9.
Approximately 10,0 00
persons were driven from
their homes for 36 hours after
the leak was discovered at the
coffer dam.
The corps released its
report after two on-site in-
spections of the dam earlier
this month.
The inspectors, from Cin-
cinnati and Washington,
concluded that the erosion
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has
scheduled a news conference
- Friday to announce this year's
findings of the Financial
Disclosure Review Corn-
-mission. -
The commission revieavs the
finanCial interests:of key state
employees to determine:
potential conflicts of interest








90 days, 6 months or 12 months maturity, $100 minimum
One year or two years maturity, $1,000 minimum
30 months maturity, $1,1100 minimum
4 years maturity, $1 000 minimum _
6 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
Effective 12/21/71 *n 12/27/711,11saillarkat Ceridipsfits, 
1424%
Si' months, 910,000 minimum •
-







Any Certificate in which the amorally mho* is altered muse be re-written within ten days after the maturity of the existing
Certificate.
All Certificates not re-writ*, will advance at maturity in the above new rates, except 36-months Certificates,' which must be
re-written ar maturity.
PENALTTIOR WITNORAWAL PRIOR TO MATUITT OF I TIME DEPOSIT 
As a result of FDIC regulations which became effective July 5, 1973, you may not withdraw all or any part of your time deposit
priot to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the time such request for withdrawal limed'.
At such time the bank may, but is not required la, give its consent. If the bank does consent the following penalty will be
assessed on the amount withdrawn.
The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit on the amount withdrawn at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on savings deposits by this bank on the date of withdrawal and the depositor shall forfeit all interest
calculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for the depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period of three months or for the period since the date of the deposit, whichevei is less. Where necessary to
comply with this requirement, interest already paid to or for the account of the depositor shall be deducted from the amount




occurred "at the east edge of
the upstream blanket, which
is a layer of practically im-
penetrable material that
prevents water from passing
through the dam."
The report said further that
the erosion "resulted in water
seeping through the dam at
that point and eventually
getting downstream."
The Seepage was discovered
by Col. George Bicher, who
sounded the call for
evacuation.
The corps said that since the
water has receded, con-
tractors on the project have
built a thicker wall on the
upstream side of the coffer
dart and have built a 48 inch
drainage pipe off the hillside
to the downstream side of the
coffer dam to prevent further
erosion.
The dam also is being
monitored daily.
The construction and
refortification are expected to
be completed Jan. 15.
All Types 8 Sizes




I 2 miles east of Paris Landing Bridge, TN U
S 79, 1st stop on right




YOU ARE! YOU LET
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Slone of these so-called ex-
perts were there. I was.
"I would suggest to
Congressman Sawyer and his
ilk that they might do better
by paying attention to their
legislative duties, or perhaps
turn their attention to a review




And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too. ,.
M
i_V
- Inge King 492-8348
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53 Bone


















Distr. by Unit Feature SyndicatS. Inc.
THELIALL LAU6HED AT
ME! EVEN THE TEACHER
LAU6HE0 AT ME I'LL
NEVER BE ABLE 10 60 TO
THAT SCHOOL A6AN!
ALL Irgis TIME 1 THOUGHT YOU








( I DIDN'T SAY IT WAS
PERFECT)- T1
\




















































































When you purchgse an fur-
Iliture. bedding or floor
. °venlig from us. sell give
,441 a gift eereftcate of 51 of
he totul purchase to shop next
100( at J P






























GOD IS LOVE; If you would
  for know -efrgthing
the Bible, call 759-4600. 24



















21? miles north of
Murray on 641. Call
753-4566 and ask for
Robert, Nell or Jo or
better still drop by
and browse around.
'FREE -MOWRY '
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759 4600.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired. Glass
table -tops and shelves.
Shower doors and patio
doors. Store front work and
Plexsglass and window glass
replaced. M & G GLASS, 816






be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day .• before
publication.
HAVING A Christmas party
or family get together? Why
not call Carter Studio We
make house calls.
Remember those precious
memories in pictures. Call
today for an appointment.
753-8298.





















mirrors, custom cut and
installed, any size and shape,
plus door mirrors, bevel edge
or plain edge. Also sale on
display items. Merry
Christmas to all! M & G
Glass, Murray, KY, 753-0180. 
WHAT WE do best is care.
Headline. 753-6333.
S. LOST & FOUND 
LOST: FIVE keys on short
chain. Finder call 753-2523. 
6. HELP WANTED 
EXPERIENCED CLEAN up
rnan_Ca11759-1751... - • •
ELILL TIME -and part time
help for day shifts and night
shifts.- No-phone-sails-please,
Burger Queen, Murray. 
HELP WANTED: Waitress,
apply in person, Sykes Cafe,
100 Maple ST.
6. HELP WANTED
CHILD CARE ,needed for 8
month old, 8 to 12 pm,
Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday. Must have ex-
perience. Call 753-6329









Manage front off ite of
Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center, 7th &
Maple St. Public relations,
billing, estimating and light
clerical duties.
12. INSURANCE
We ore now writ* insurance
on mobilo homes, with 3 dif-
ferent companies. for best
ratas contact Wilson In-
surarma and Roof Estate, 302
N. 126 - 753-3263.




Milierray Ledger & Times
MOVES MERCHANDISE
What's the difference between a busi-
ness that advertises in the newspaper
and one that doesn't? The answer's
easy. . . SALES! You can expect to get
more of them, because when you plcp
an ad with us (at a lower cost than any
other ad medium) you'll get to shout
your message to our entire circulation!
Make your move to Newspapers now!
103 IL 4th St. Phone 753-1916
14. WANT TO BUY 
BARBIE D01.4. clothes and
accessories. tall 753-7531 
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homeS. Call 502-527-
1362. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
COBRA 78X CB, 40 channel,
less than 2. months old, an-
tenna goes with it. Also Carol
cassette with carrying case.
753-9685 ask for Brenda. 
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, 1/2, 2, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41,2 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of




Mainland China at the Green
Door, Dixieland Center on
Chestnut. 
SALE CORELLE ex
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Summer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice
$39.99. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
15.ART1CLES FOR SALE  15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 5 piece drum
set, cymbots and extras
included. $250. Sears Ken-
more sewing machine, $30.
30-30 model 94 Winchester, 20
gauge shotgun, and gun rack.
Console color t.v and por.
table black and white, both




drawer steel file cabinet,
steel storage cabinet, 4 shelf,
one wood six drawer fold
down typewriter desk, metal
secretary chair with leather
seat, cardax file, take the lot











opper • bottom, save 40 •
percent on 1, P2. 2, and 3 I
--civias4 wee pans. Double— !
























A 10% penalty was added on November 1, 1978, to all
unpaid 1978 city of Murray property tax bills. Un-
paid bills become delinquent on January 1, 1979 and
under the authority of KRS 92.650 and KRS 92.680,
the City of Murray wilt immediately after January
1, 1979 institute procedures to file liens on all proper-
ties subject to sale for unpaid taxes.














































1,79 P•IdIlsc Firebird Trans Am Gold, like thew.
7$ 79nYbe Firebird, Gold Edition.
77 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 30,000 actual miles, 4-
door and one-owner.
77 ShiTY Cheyenne Pickup loaded, tool box.
77 Cattlasksupreme. 4-door, egra cleac and new
Mir trade-in.
77 Dation B210, Gas saver.
76 Pontiac Trans Am One-owner, new car trade-
w.
76 Olds 98 Regency 4 door, new car trade-in.
76 Olds :•:, crown Royale Coupe low mileage,
new car trade-in.
76 Ford Pickup XL with camper top.
75 Olds cutlass coupe.
74 Pontiac LeMans coupe.
74 Cutlass coupe.
72 Olds Custom Cruiser Wagon.
69 Pontiac Firebird Convertible.
68 Pontiac Firebird Convertible.
We the people at Purdom Olds with everyone a




Olds • Pwrtiec C.ailillec
'Satisfied Customers Are Our
Kain Concern-
1406 West Main - 7S3-5311
R. Gary Marquardt, M.D., P.S.C.
Family Practice
Proudly Announces the Relocation Of His Office To
Medical Arts Buildirfg---
Suite 4206
300 South 8th St.
Murray, Kentucky. , Phone f502) 753-0704
Office Hours Mon.,.Tue., Thur., Fri. 8:00 to 5, Sat. 8:00 to
••••
cAGE M-A TUE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, December 22, WM
MI& Kir
Sok ',kik/to/du/taw
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALEer et et ePeneomere)e)delo USED CARPEI tor sale 753
Oft
• 0 2664 
Selections 
16. NOME FURNISHINGS 4 MAYTAG WASHER & dryer
for sale, r years old. Also







none 753 1474 • NTERIOPS







-Gift Ideas For g4
i* The Whole-Family
Come in now and make 4'















ik SETTLE-WORKMAN(i) Ladies Department
Dresses - Coats - Sweaters - Blouses.4
- Slacks - Robes - Pajamas, Sets - Pur
ses - Jewelry - Scroves - Hose
Lingerie -Gloves - Pant Suits - Nylon
sz#YttPiell.l'aferne=siltrusited4IfyttinI.
Gowns 8 Pajamas - Flannel Gowns -
--fejernes- --c- -15i4l-fcrldr-- UITY brettas -
. Dress Shoes - Casual Shoes Dress
Boots - House shoes - Rubber Foot
wear
Free Gift Wrapping Shop Settle-Workman where
you will find quality mdse. at a reasonable price.
Shop cash, layaway, Bank Americard, Master
Charge and Charge.




9 inch ... 2.50 12 fru . 3.45 %lath 4.75
S rfrO Orrf lit*.
COMA01/4. SACO. O. °MOO
Plool Gen% 1110111





leek .311 12 Web tet Omsk.
,..T/eArti WICK ... r••• si ra
11 Inch 1.Se ii m. US *Melt
WE OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11-00 EVERY DAY
keep • ite:es. wren mem wet 1.44 ter .01 owl.* Two • o•d.oe•• OS Os vs of So moor. Shoos do rowel' Ss ism
VO• cos wows sees' wows for Org. groom .loorbiN Teams or eke
• srporsq• "fl.. Op for 0. orfororo la ix porroof of flho froN0 is
• ̂or froisolorl lee wee row
1.73
"General"
SECRETARY for Murray Mental Health Center.
Dutiett will iaclucle typing, transcribing dictation,
medical records, and general office duties. Salary






Murray, KY 42071 ME/AA




Hodge_ I Son, Inc.
ZSI So. 5th
-rirrro---rvarir-r§Tt
refrigerator with ice maker
$1 50 Westinghouse
refrigerator, $65 Call 753
0762
17. VACUUM CLEANERS 
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1
443 6469 In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753 6760.
VACUUM CLEANERS.
Rebuilt and new Kirby,
Electrolux, Hoover, Com-
pact, Eureka, Rainbow,
Sonya, Filter Queen. We
se•v ice all makes of vacuum
cleaners. For big discoUnts
on these cleaners call
Lakewood Sewing, 354-6521.
FOR SALE: Kirby vacuum
cleaner, used. A 1 condition.
Full price 5125 Call 354 6521.
It SEWING MACHINES 
FOR SALE Brand newsewing machine, $49.95 20
year warrenty One only.
Call Lakewood Sewing, 354.
6521.
USED ZIG ZAG sewing
machine, in cabinet. Sews
perfect Full cask price,
$39 50 Call LakewoodSewing, 354,6521. 
_It FARM EQUIP. 
FOR SALE: 1950 Red belly
tractor and equipment, geedconditiog. 753  8649. _ _
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
BATAVUS MOPEDS.Christmas special, $399.50.
$25. free accessories Murray
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,753 7100. 
22. MUSICAL 
BALDWIN PIANOS andorgans, used pianos. Lona rdo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris. TN.
FOR SALE: Conn trumpet
and -case. Excellent con-
dition. Would make nice
Christmas present Priced
low 7530606
Fel $al: Used high
back piano. Approx. 60
years old, in good con-
dition, needs tuning,














* ** ** ** iGuaranteed Lowest Pr ces ** *
i PAUL WINSLOW'Si




, PSYCHOLOGIST For Murray Mental Health Cen-
ter. Masters degree required. Duties will include
delivery of comprehensive mental health services
to children and adults. Services include out-patient
-counseling, emergency service, testing and






Murray, Ky. 42071 EIDE/AA
4














Huia a antstrnas gift esn wheels that's not a rnuiel train
cit anutarion cal' Honda mAe• a mat varier), or (..1‘rtattnas
gifts and or or them is perfect for 110111t011e on your lac C....rne
In and ,re the colorful Honda Express' and Exprem'9. the
Sansa-red X 7t:` and all or Kitt( ellt ideas now All at oneof the n,,,, >t,f,. I ,,fn 6l1r Rinds dealer's
OVERBY HONDA
SALES & SERVICE









































U. S. 641 North
•
FOR SALE: 17 foot travel
trailer with new Simmons
twin bed, shower, sink, stove,
refrigerator, air conditioner,
with new 7' X 10' metal
storage building, 1 mile to
Kentucky Lake. 474-8843. 
1974 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM trailer, all
elec_tric,Agrnilltegi- dente'/--
air,' under pinned and
storage building. Located at
_Fox. _ Meadcuu.S,. Trailgr
Courts: CAII 247-7386 after 4
Pm.
24' X 60' GLENBROOK. 2
bedroom with den and large
cypress sun porch. 753-0779
after S pm.
21. MOB. HOME RENTS 
MOBILE HOME for rent.
Dill's trailer court, located at
Murray Drive Inn' Theatre
entrance.See Brandon Dill,
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
located at Riveria Courts.
Call 436-2430. 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
SAL AUTOMATIC WOOD •
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates. Complete with
'blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris. TN. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
THREE OR four bedroom,
apartment. Large size living
--room,--.-kiSchen WWI 'dining- -
area, • has private bath, well
furnished. Located On 1303
Chestnut 751 8648
FOR RENT
Nice he/wished 2 bedroom
eportintent mid S bedroom hr.
fished hoops. Close to car
pots, for college girls. cel
753-511165 days or 753.5108
Sete / 00 g.m.
TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment, central heat and
air. Available January 1
Call 753-4640 after 5 pm
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom
house in city limits, deposit
and refrences required. Call
753 9924 after 3- 30 pm. 
IFOR RENT. New 3 bedroom
*rouse • in' country. Deposit
-and reference required. Call
435 4428 or 435 4592.
FORE 
located South US 41.
epoR ,R,trNeciT 4 room house,u• irecr:o oper
qp 
rri onth. 492-8611 days, 753-
7703 evenings. 
FIVE ROOM house for rent
on Rte 94, 2 miles from
Murray. 753-5793. •
TWO BEDROOM house,
basement and carpeted. 641
North. Available now .No
pets: $175. 753,3942.
34. RENT OR LEASE 
FOR RENT COMMERCIAL
space court square; on
Southside of court square'
Now occupied by Children's
Corner Space available








*b. LIVESTOCK-SA/PP.  
APPALOOSA FOR sale.
Mare in foal, bred to racking
stallion Gentle mare mostly
ridden by children WO.
Includes excellent one 15"
saddle and one pony saddle
With bridge; etc. Call 247-2227
or 750 0224 after 5  pm, , 
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
track Call 247 211119: 
34,95 TS-SUPPLIES. 
A K C REGISTERED
Doberman puppy, $150. Ears
•already cropped Call 753-
1380 after 5pm. •
AKC COCKER - Speniels.
Blonde female, 1 year old,
$35 Black male, 2 years old,
Si15 192 8861.
22. MUSICAL
TWO LUDWIG drum set,
great condition. Will sell






A LITTLE PUDGY , over
weight downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new ap-
proach! For information call
759,4536.
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed. S22.88, 36 month
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99






North Court Square, 145,10tc,
SALE SKILL ROUTER, 1/2
hp. Model 548, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
SALE SKILL SAWS, model
538, 1.5 hp, 714 inch blade.
$29.99, model 574, Pik hp, 714
inch blade, 134.99, model 559
ball bearing, 2 hp, 71,4 inch
blade, $49.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris, TN.
SE'ARS MIMEOGRAPH
machine, self inking„ IRSIMMIZIEMERMINEMEMIIINIImanual. Like new. S85. 492-
8611 days, 753,7703 evenings. 
26. TV-RADIO
SEARS PORTABLE, 19 inch
color t.v., $95. Color 23 inch
RCA console, $125. 23 inch
Zenith color console, remote
control, $70. 492-8648.
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
person to take up payment or
25 inch color t.v. under t
warrenty. Clayton's for


















27. MOB. NOME SALES BABY
DEEP FRYER
Americas original mini deep fryer'
Great for singles, couples, anyone
who wants a serving or two in a "or




The family-sized fryer . . easy to use,
clean and store. Makes tour generous
servings with just four cups of oil
Great for sizzling up favorite family
foods anytime in almost no time .







Lit us help you with









1 P.O. Box 531, MurraY
110 JOBS TOO SMALL
Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
•Free F:stimates.
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and 24 hour supervision.
Poodle and Schnauzer
grooming. 7 miles west of
Myrray Hidden Valley
Kennels 4354481. 
CANARIES FOR SALE. Call
753 3981
-DOBERMAN PUPPIES.
sired by one of top 20
Dobermans in the nation,




in Murray. Call 759-
4140. Monday through
Friday, 9 till 5.
11001819
CI 0 0 ilk
00000
00000
HUNTING DOG puppies.Gordon Settees, male andfemale, born October 25,black with web feet. GoodChristmas gift. Cost' sharethe expense. 419-2323.
WIRE HAIRED Fps Terrierpuppy for sale. 753-39e1. 
41.PuilLIC SALES 
IN EXCELLENT condition,windows, storm windows,doors, luvered closet doors,oak library table, antiquedresser, air conditioner,curio, maple picnic .tableWith benches. From 9am to 5pm call 753-9887, after 6 pm,
474-2327.
43. REAL ESTATE 
WAt4-T TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9 room., 2
bath brick located near
downtown area Ideal for
professional office or
apartments. Zoned business.
Let us show you how your
















e lady Waffle Trainer 
All Court Canvas 
Ra.rquette leather (lady)
r. Men,. Roadrunner •
I I I I
SPORTING GOODS




Closed All Day Wed
Monday-F'riday 7:30-Noon
pina mull CUT SI.50 . Pita SMAVIS1.23•' •
For hospital & house calls please call 753-3885 one
day in advance.




One Owner, Local Car
[gPURDOM
• Cern=F-  -Sat1
Oes Peetles -
Ell isfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"
N41 Edighai. SMITH CORONA
Yi
The Perfect gift for the less than perfect
student
'Portable 'Typewriters 'Attache Cases
'Pen Sets 'Desk Accessories
1any jilt trims for thai"Speciar boss
or seoretary on your Christmas List!
win Lakes
Office Products
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43. REAL ESTATE
U eyes leafed Sewitreset
Calloway Comity, Storey
abseil Ceswesity. All






DON'T GET caught out in
the snow! Just pull your car
into this 3 car carport and go
insicio this beautiful 3
ttedrbom, 2 bath home with
central heat and -air, also a
large brick patio and a
professionally landscaped







INCOME - Extra nice
duplex apartment just




have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
at $41,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty. 753-1=.
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring ybur toot box and your
A3n.
at this 2, bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine . . trees, ..SmaLL._bu1
economical with energy
isaving• heat -- Perfect for
young couple. See it today
Call 753-1492, LORETTA






South 12th at Sycamore
• TELEPHONE 7531E051
Is your dream to
remodel the two story
farm house, and have
little land? We can
make your dream
come true when you
purchase the property
in. the Browns Grove
area for -- -on
820,000.00! Exterior in




sulation. Five acres of
land.
FIVE ATIZ-E-5 sr*, e ci y"
'limits Ideal for commercial
- or apartment project. If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you
need land, this is ideal. The
cost of this property is less
than some commerical lots.
Call the NELSON SHROAT


















of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
FtEALTY, 753-1=. We




IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
country 5 acres fenced for
horSes .barn...3" bedroom
brick with well equipped
itchen built in range,
refrigerator and dish
washer... Decorated to a
'T"...When would you like to









SMART START - If you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage. .located
near .downtown shop-
ping...iots of trees and
shrubs for private ef
fect...yes, yours... for under








With The k'ri-'ridh Tod, I
LAICE LOTS. . . 3 ad-
joining lots totaling
200' frontage on Kline
Road near Williams
Boat Dock on Cypress
Creek. Only $1,500.
BOYD-MAJORS REA-
L ESTATE . . .
"Specialists in Real
















Incredobly thin: incred.bly handsome-these
quartz watches are also incredibly accurate.
The demanding sophisticated man wilt be proud
E/S1 We Soaare
from Seiko SeiVol303iia










YOU IN MIND At-
tractive three
bedroom two bath
home with large living
room-dining room
combination, large eat
in kitchen with lots of
cabinets, nice den with
fireplace, and wooden
deck in backyard. Cen-
tral gas heat and air of
course! See this listing




1 All leather uppers, leather vole, leather Goodyearwelt, fully leather sock lining, rugged durable & longwlasting sole.
43. REAL ESTATE
Protession.1 Serb ices
With TL. Frientli) Touch
-NEW HOME - FIRST
TIME OFFERED . . .
Rare opportunity to
buy brand-new home.




new G.E. appliances -
All this on a beautiftil 2
acre lot in the country.
DON'T MISS THIS
ONE! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
Tested and 0,..en 10r
rugged dizrabriteeerwl
comfort by mon who
omit. it,.,, Geese
outdoors Como in






Soots 4 Shoes For Everything Under The Sun
753•1011.5 114 Weekdays, 14 km.
tawny, Ky. Olympic Plaza
1 tft 15 1161 er
End of Year Clearance For Christmas
%rah's. "Straight. Ill" Stare Reeks/
We call this "straight the sense UM 1110p beds it -
equalizer, flat and power amps - are all tar prey* be -
and this is DC at its purest. Its low-TIM power .11111101111111
revolutionary Dip/DC (Diamond Diff eridsl
for ultra-wideuency responae d),iSeelE,
slew rate 4 ITS 1/1u06e.) and ultra-Cad rise WIREIE02
traordinary features &bowl to piw PUON AM
tuners, preamp/power amp ctrcl7. A.OW fire mpuels
receiver in the world.
SPESIF1CIATISIS
Peeper Output: zza donne, mm. RMS, both channels
driven, ihto I S to 211,00011s with no more thin
0 00996 total beinee ee Sealibliy taSk 8.7dBf tl.SeV
THF T-100)-661eiesieem IlUmm (23-1/19")Wx227mm (11-
15/16" 1-11:563rron (21-31/18")13 wow 42.1kg (9211 lbe.) week
Simulated Rosewoodgrain,
Extra Special 125 watts
per channel, of pure
power, for under
$500.00.
Compare power, quality and price of a Sansui with other brands
World of Sound
F?rmerly TV Service Center .
gm.
-
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• 43. REAL ESTATE





present! A lovely home on
acres 3 bedrooms. 2 baths,
lovely kitchen, 2 car garage,
large utility, 12 X 17 outside
storage, fenced inbeautifully
landscaped backyard and
more Located On Hwy 299,







Sam( Price As Last Year. $99.00
included Ky. tax
Every man with a pickup needs his
Flip Top Lids :easy to use
Inside Sliding Tray (handy)
Locks On Each Side ( prevents theft














'1978 United Featute encscate nc
"I HAVEN'T SEEN ANYONE PO
THAT SINCE 1975."
44. LOTS FOR SALE
SEVEN COMMERICAL lots,
  rotated At the entrance of




45. FARMS FOR SALE 
APPROXIMATELY. 50
acres, Tennes,see side of the
state line "road, two mites
west of Hazel. Level, rich
beautiful farm. Good well,
electric pump, small farm
house-with bath. Small tract,
timer balance under
cultivation. This is a once in
a lifetime opportunity and
won't last long. Immediate
possesion. Rex Jones, 316
Colonial Rd., Knoxville, TN
37029. (615) 577-1836. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
BUY DIRECT from.builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 3,4 acre
,lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
• ceilings. Living room,
bedrooms, and hall are
carpeted. Kitetlen,
washroom, and -both full
baths have vinyl floors.
• Kitchen has, plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
Pr uf esatunal Sen. It es
With The rnewdl), Touctl
BRING YOUR WIFE.
. . And see this at-










heat. LOW, LOW 30's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th. ,
- -7--...4„,....ise.t. . ___.... Inctticles attached gara_ge,
-z--valeewricruerrated.f.rarsF7-
. * 1 and ! z ACRES with septic - h
-
...w., tank and well, trailer hook- 
aponrdc1 i -Homes . contain 1456
560 soft and are priced
•1 ,up.437-4608,. . to sell. cawarter 3' pill. 489:-
LOTS FOR SALE. Complete 2387. -
* with septic system. Water,
* electric and driveway for
4g. mobile home or house. Near
_.;;_ Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
W month with $1,000 down. Call
* 502•474.271t 
* NEAR KENLAKE state
* park, beautiful wooded.
.v. acreage, 23 acres, for
building or investment.
Highway 94 frontage: Priced
* to sell now. Call 753-4501 after























1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
owner: I bedrooms, 2 baths,
fully equipped kitchen,
breakfast room, extra large
family room with -wood
burning fireplace, formal
dining and utility room,
featuring solid oak floors and
staircase, wall paper in
every room, 2 heat pumps; 2
car garage and. wood' shed.






Bowling Balls I-Dowling Balm_
Do° si 2" Off 17ph) $1 0"
(Free Drilling 4- a Free Game)
Pro Line
*Golf Clubs *Balls *Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other






















Opee Friday 'Dais TO Mt!.







2-door hard top, good con-
dition, 5I250. 753 2906 or 753-
6474 or 759-4601 
1971 CHEVY 4 door hard top
Impala, power brakeS
power steering, air, gooc
condition, $725 1973 Chevl
Vega GT, needs motor work.
$300 753-8649
1972 CHEVROLET. 2-door
hard top, vinyr roofv,Power
brakes and steering. Air
conditioning. • 63,000 miles.
S850. 606 Broad Exteded-. 753-
3761. 
1973 DATSUN 1200. Can be






















500 wagon. Nice -local
.753 3202. 
1976. EL CAMINO Super
Sport, red with black top,
power steering and brakes,
automatic, air conditioner•,
tilt wheel, cuise control, AM-
FM stereo, 29,000 miles, call
753-2571. 
FOR SALE: 1972 green
station wagon, 1400. Call 753-
3666 after 4:30 pm. 
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet
Caprice, very good conditi01).,
Ca-11733-8333. 
1967 GTO PONTIAC, 400
motor. 4 speed. 411 rear end
Good shape. $800 or best
,offer. 753 8714 after 5 pm 
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155. 
1972 OLDSMOBILE. LIKE
new, no rust, clean, loaded
with extras. 753-1261. 
II OMAR XV
'asks & drives brawl iner, liw
odes, leaded Mak wares,
seareame, iIE IN






a a • • • • *
1972 PLYMOUTH FURY III.
'Good condition. Power and
air. $695. 1974 Pinto.
Automatic, $895. 11119-45,S. 
1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan
interior, T-top, T-A 6.6, AM-
FM, 56000. Call 753,1372 ask
for Pat, after S pm 753-9635. 
1978 THUNDERBIRD, 10,000
miles, $5900. Call 489-2233. 
50. USED TRUCKS .• 
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
Deluxe Ptck,ttp-.-rXtra 00o0r."
Power and air. AM-FM, tape
player. $2450. Call 489-2595. 
FOR SALE or trade: 1979 F-
150, 4 wheel drftze Ranger.
Air, power steering, power
s brakes, automatic,, 2,tone
paint, tilt, wide fires and
.wheels. 759-4515. , 





FOR. SALE: 1977 Ford
Ranger XLT, heavy duty
paa icls7usp3..247203 , es000 actual mil.C
Sl. CAMPERS 
ALMOST NEW 28 foot
Marauder travel trailer. Air
conditioned and central heat.
All self contained. Excellent
condition. $6000 firm. Call
2c:7117515, .Mayfield, 247-6248 Or
FOR SALE: 30" Pick-up
truck topper, used 4 months,
$250 new will take $125. Call
436-2448 after S pm. • 
$2. BOATS &MOTORS 
26" MARLIN 75som3LI Evinrude
$t SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395,4947' or 1-362-4895.
E3-TWERIENCED. *EAR
PENTER• wIU do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759 1405 or 43Z-4351. 
EXPERT PAINT and body
-work, very reasonable rates,
711;247 small. Satisfachofw.
grarenteed. Call 7531181 or
FAMILIES, GR°1)PS'
9randkids Beautiful full
10 Utter pictures Made at your
home Or ChrIVTIS party
Carter Studio, 7.53 8298.
I FENCE ---S-ALES at Searsnow. Call Seers 753-2310 for,








One of a Kind,
•
,A s0 So Use Our
o'N* lay-Away Now To
" 41 Hold That Special
0-- Gift For Christmas
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
'steps, tree estimates. 753-
S476. 
'CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs. Call 437-4560
and if no answer, 437,4670. 
- CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied.
references. Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpel
Cleaning 753-5827. 
CHIMNEY CCEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic




and efficient service. Custom




shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435 4173. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753 1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm
ask for Shelley. 
SHEET ROCK hanging, free
estimates. Call 502-527-9637
after 5 pm: 
TREE TRIMING and
removal. Free estimates
Call 436-2294 after 5 pm. 
TRACTOR TRAILER truck
will haul logs, ties, lumber,
etc. Call 4374485 after 6 pm: 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1
442 7026.
Give the Gift That Can Be Used All Year
for Years
USED FURNITURE 
Duncan Phyfe-Dining Room Suite, Dinette -
Suites, Rollaway beds, h. beds, full beds,
couches, chairs, oak dressers coffee tables
and end tables
USED APPLIANCES
Electric ranges refrigerator, washers and
dryers
USED TVS
Block and white portable or console color par
tables and consoles
NEW APPLIANCES
Washers and dryers, rqingerotors. freezers,
dishwashers, trash- cOrilpiacfors, microwave
ovens, allot cost plus 10%
New TVs,
by Quasar































We'd like to wish you and
your family a merry Christ
mas, and extend our many







Cm4eve Ord J, woe*. ti nen Inpool••••
Il•by Door *owe** ',Min 12 Two Ivp•r4••••
Open Mon 71115,kat 8-12
7018.4th, Murray, Phone 751-0839
.Floor Covering ePieture Frames sWall covering a 'wit oil(
Drapes .1104s •Regispreads





7S3-2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown




Tennessee Insulation, R t.7,
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071;
(502) 435-4527. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high'
heating and cooling bills.
Call SearsN'153-2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning-. Call 753-7203. 
LfCENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
ce4+ Ernest Whits, 753-0605n 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- US-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
_7149 after 6 pm. • 
56. FREE COLUMN-
FREE PUPPIES. Call 489
2669 after 5:30 pm. 
FREE MALE kitten, 5
months o d, 2 kittens, 8 weeks





in Murray, presently em-
ployed in Paducah. Neat with
pleasant personality.
Experienced in selling and
various office duties, light
typing. Good with public, can
give excellent references.
'Call 753-5696. 
MATURE LADY wishes to
clean house. References. 436
2775 after 6 or 753-2555 before
9 In the morning. 
WANTED: GENERAL





Jewelers, North side Court
Sq_uare, Paris, TN. 
WANTED, ,V14F: hi-IO













1 .1% ,1 I
L
asiThe Ms. Shop
. the College ShoprWALLIS DRUG
*
*PRESCRIPTIONS
HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 14. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobil. home ad-ons, and paties, or U-
BUILD, pre-cie completely ready to assemble up to 14


















ter 5 pm. 
AILER truck
ties, lumber,























2 kittens, 8 weeks












r 753 2555 before
: GENERAL


















nd patios, or U
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REALTORS CORNER mutTIKE STING savicE
- I want to thank you for confidence that you have
shown me as a Realtor and Appraiser and for
privilege of serving you for past 30 or more
years.
I WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
NAPPY NEW YEAR.
A home is one of the best imestmen(s'you can
make. So, stop paying rent and start building












Lou Ann, and Nelson.
-you need us over the holidars..give us a
call. Remember! "Our business is helping
Pe,9/4e _
REALTORS
"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-17I8
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-8061
BLACKFORD NOM
11004 Colduater Rd 3 Apts_ with good rental income almost 2
acres of and potenttal of 2 more apts.
_
Jan ice Austin 753-8674
John Lortis 436-2294





BRING IN THE NEW YEAR...
In this 3 BR. 2 bath B.V. Enjoy the cozy den with
fireplace this winter Lovely decor with touches of
gold. Double garage and ready for immediate oc-
cupancy. See This Today.
REAL ESTATE
"The Professional Server'
105 N. 12th Street with the
753-11080 Friendly Touch-
hydra Moody 753 9036
Werree Shropshire 753-8277
Hemet Miler 753-7519




Choice 3 bedroom, 2 bath home that is "neat as a
pin" inside and out. Excellent well-built older
home that has been completely redecorated and
renovated. Located in a quiet residential neigh-





GOOD THINGS COME IN TWO'S! ! 2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, 2
Decks, 2 Patios - All tins plus central hest sod air and a
fireplace In this teautdul secluded lakeview home. Call us today
for an appointment
JUST REDUCED TO ICAO, Mt Breed Street — Set your sights
on this beautiful 3 bedroom, I bath home setting on a
professionally landscaped lot. Central beat and air and 3 car car-
port are only a few of the outstanding festures of this quality
















where the-heart is. in the
secial bond of friendship, 14'
we pray your ,hearts and
-hOrnes-ore filled with-peace
ond appiness \ •
More thon.ever, or
t hristrriasT;horne is





24 Hour Phones 753-5064-753-8298
Home Phone - Claude L. Miller, Broker-753-3059
Home Phone - Gerald Carter, Salesman-753-8298


















To old friends and new,














_ (for loccu moves)
Courtesy moving van is now available for our clients
1200 Sycamore
Murray. Ky. 420" '
LIST WITH US —
PURCHASE FROM US
We REALLY move our sales!
753-1492
1200 Sycamore
Sid Jobs 753-6079 Amos McCarty 733-2249
Brenda Jones 753-8221 _ Glends Sniitk,753-1499
Judy Johnston 137-4446 Helen Sperm 753-8579
Loretto lobs 753.6079 Russ *clock 753-9734
-4 ‘,;4,-111;k 7;4-47-144.--*-111;k-->A749;;R-4=k-111-->4
Your friendship
and loyalty are deeply
appreciated.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N
Phone 753-7411 Anytim
OR
Ron Talent 753-9894 .

















Mrs. Fred May ) McClure,
3)0 Woodlawn, Murray, died
this morning at 9:05 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 85 years of
age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church. Born July 25, 1893, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Silas
Vaughn and Nellie Todd
Vaughn One son, C. W.
McClure, along with his wife,
were killed in an airplane
crash in Calloway County in
1950.
Mrs. McClure is survived by
her husband, Fred McClure,
to whom she was married on
Feb. 25, 1918; three daughters,
Mrs. Bernice (Velma I
Wisehart, 203 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Kin-
solving, 300 Woodlawn,
Murray, and Mrs. Daymond
(Sadie) Carson, Kirksey
Route 1; three sons, Kynois
McClure, Murray Route 6,
Floyd McClure, Murray Route
5, and Blondie McClure, 1414
Vine Street, Murray; two
sisters, Miss Hattie Vaughn
and Mrs. Effie Byers,
Murray; 18 grandchildren: 16
great graqdchildren.
Funeral services have been
scheduled for 2 p.m. Sunday at
' the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman -Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow .in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10 a.m.
Saturday.
Jim Keel of Murray Route 8
died Thursday at 12:05 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 80 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
employe of the Kentucky
Highway Department. Born
Dec. 27, 1897. he was the ion of
the late William Keel- and
Annie Piddcock Keel.
.. Mr. Keel is sliatived by his
wife, Mrs. Moline Hargrove
Keel, and one daughter, Mrs.
t.rftudy 1Mary Nell) Barnett,
Murray Route 8; two brothers,
John Keel, Murray, and
Alfred Keel, Murray Route 3;
:---msok.,.groodsei4--JPiat Bar—
nett, Murray; one grand-
disughter. Mrs. Judy Harris,
Idintray Route 4; three great
grandchildren.
- The funeral will -be--held
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the
- -,,thapel of the Max Churchth
Funeral Home, Murray, with
the Rev. Randolph Allen, the/
Rev Larry Salmon, and the
Rev Leon Penick officiating.
Burial will follow in the
.Stotts Grove Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home of Benton;
however friends may call at
the Max Churchill Funeral





The funeral for Mrs. Ben E.
(Edith Welch) Johnson, 1001
Vine Street, Murray, will be
held Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
.officiating and Gus Robertson,
Jr., as soloist.
. Pallbearers will be Donald.
Avbeey, and Thomas Stain,
Jackie Butterworth, Robert
Turner, and Verlyn Malcolm.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Johnson, 88, died
Thursday at 12:05 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Born March
18, 1892, in Oklahoma. she was
the daughter Of the late Frank
Welch and Katie Belle Allen
' Welch.
Survivors include" her
husband, Ben, E. Johnson; one
-daiaghter, Mrs. Robert W.
(Beatrice). Smith, Nashville,
Tenn.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Inez
Johnson, Paducah; one
grandson, Bennie H. Smith,
Nashithe, Terri.: one gran-
ddaughter. Mrs. Gerald
, (Sandra ) Gallimore, Murrirl
, Route 1.
Funeral services for Joseph
William Hill of Almo will be
held today at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Layne Shanklin officiating
and the Warren Quartet
providing the music.
Pallbearers will be Eddie
and Aubrey Eldridge, Jerry
Hale, Bobby Nanney, Ivy
McKinney, and Cecil Taylor.
Burial will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Hill, 73, died Wednesday
at 10:15 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Born March 3, 1905, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late John William
Hill and Nancy Ann Towery
Hill.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Louise Eldridge Hill;
five daughters, Mrs. Howard
( Mary ) Reigle and Mrs. Bill
) Martha Jane) Rodenhouser,
Baltimore, Md., Mrs. Ozzie
(Faye) McClure and Mrs. Sue
Crenshaw, Almo, and Miss
Jennie Hill, Murray; two sons,
Harold Hill, Murray Route 2,
and Ronald E. Hill, Alm°.
The deceased is also sur-
vived by six sisters, Mrs.
Pearl O'Brien, Murray Route
2, Mrs. Odie Falwell,
Paducah, Mrs. Emma Bur-
chett, Metropolis, ill., Mrs.
Eula Nanney, Alxno, Mrs.
Ellen McKinney, Murray, and
Mrs. Nora Jane Hale, Almo
Route 1; seven grandchildren-
-Jeffrey Wade, Christina
Marie, and Janet Faye Reigle,
Lori Ann _Rodenhouser,
Joseph Glenn 'Crenshaw, and




Mrs. Lola Norsworthy died
Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. at the
Community, Hospial,
Mayfield. She was M years of
age and a resident of Benton
Route 8.
The deceased was the widow
of Will Norsworthy and a
memker of the Church Grove
UniteMethodist Church.
Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. Floyd Canup
and Mrs. Carlton Thompson,
Benton, and Mrs. Paul Har-
per, Hardin; four sons, J. T.,
Benton, L. D., Southgate,
Mich., Robert, Paducah, aad
Jock- -Lenington; 27 grand-
children; 48 great grand-
children; nine great great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with the Rev. Fred Alexander
and the Rev. Julian Warren
officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Benton
Cemetery.





Services for Floyd W.
Griffin of Canton Heights,
Lake Barkley Area, are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
'Chapel of the Rialock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Tom Martin of Cadiz of-
ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
as organist.
The pallbearers are Col.
Jack Belford, Lt. Gen. John
Hay, Dr. Gabe Payne, Stewart
- •  ums6INraista#'-''IrE JimalenilbrktilMlivirtionKrnfieln
- Guy McClure, Sr., died Bronaugh, Stanley s, and remaining SALT issues in this on Sunday, Dec. 24, with the still working for dead cult church spokesman said.
sagf__ ,Ms late 1 0i,'* W 
-
be caroling Friday and will
meet at the church building at_
6 p.m.
The church young people
will be rehearsing during the
Christmas vacation for their
second presentation of "Down
By the Creek Bank," • a
Christian musical set for
Friday, Jan. 5, id 7:30 p.m. at
the church.
ROTARY EXCHANGE STUDENT — Catherine Lewis, Rotary exchange student from
Perth, Australia, Was honored at Thursday's Rotary meeting. Miss Lewis will leave
Murray on Dec. 27 and the United States on Jan. 11 to return to Australia. Pictured are,
left to right, Forrest Priddy, Rotary president, Joe Belcher, Miss Lewis and Ray Mofield.
Miss Lewis, who came to the United States in January, stayed with the Mofield family in
Benton and attended Marshall County High School for the spring semester. During tbe
summer, she stayed with the Belchers, Mike Hohons, Lloyd jacks and Dewey Stub-
blefields. During the fall semester, she has attended Murray State University and lived
in the dormitory. This is the first exchange student that the local club has sponsored.
Staff Photo fly Debbie NI. Lee
U.S., Russia Closer To Arms Pact
By ROBERT B. CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
GENEVA, Switzerland
(AP) - The United States and
THE NEWS IN BRIEF
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Carter administration is
anticipating sharp late-year
rises in consumer prices as
government economists try to
determine just how much
worse inflation will be in 1979
than they had forecast.
November marks the first full




Vew evidence gathered by the
House Assassinations Com-
mittee has the panel recon-
sidering whether there was a
conspiracy . in the
assassination of John F.
Kennedy. With its final report
due in less than two weeks, the
committee is in a quandary
over how to deal with new
testimony from an acoustics
expert that a second gunman
probably was in Dallas' Dealy
Plaza on Nov. 22, 1963 - the
day Kennedy was shot.
NATIONAL •
MARION, Ill. (AP) -
Passengers on TWA Flight 541
described the 17-year-old girl
who commandeered their DC-
9 jetliner as a sweet-looking
girl. But her finger was placed
firmly on what she said was a
bomb. And she was angry. The
girl - identified by the FBI as
Robin Oswald, a high school
dropout from St. Louis - had
demanded freedom for con-
victed hijacker Garrett Brock
Trapnell. Her mother, Bar-
bara Oswald, was killed seven
months ago in another air
piracy aimed at freeing
Trapwell.
months along Israel's nor-
thern border with Lebanon.
The border battle erupted-.
Thutsday morning when
Palestinian guerrillas
avenging an Israel air strike -
Wednesday fired a volley of
Katy usha rockets from
southern Lebanon into the
Israeli border town of Kiryat
Shrnona.
NEW DELHI, India AP
About 14,000 more arrests
were reported in the con-
tinuing wave of riots aimed at
getting former Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi freed
from jail.
Eight more persons also
were killed, bringing to 13 the
number slain since Tuesday
when Parliament ousted Mrs.
Gandhi from its ranks and
jailed her for the rest at the
session, set to end Saturday.
GENEVA, Switzerland
(AP) - The United States and
the Soviet Union are moving
closer to reaching a new
strategic arms limitation
agreement after six years of
negotiations. -We have
traveled some distance today.
We have, however, some
issues yet to be resolved,"
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance told reporters Thur-
sday.
e Western..BapUst Hoskta
Paducah. He was'lla_years of
age and a resident of 713 North
36th Street, Paducah.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the. Illinois
Central Gulf Railroad, and a
member of the West End
Baptist Citurcia., Paducah., and
Masonic Lodge No. 127.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Vera McClure; two
daughters, Mrs. Nancy Hill,
Benton, and Mrs. Carolyn
Beasley,. Aurora; two sons,
Guy, Jr., Tucson, Ariz., and
Richard, Nashville, Tenn.;
one brother, Moses McClure,
Clinton; three sisters, Mrs
Eula Mae Poole, Clinton, Mrs.
Jessie Polsgrove, Liberty, and
Mrs Dula Ferguson, Detroit,
Mich.; nine grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at lp.m. at the chapel of
the Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with the Rev. Terry
Sills officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Camp Beauregard Cemetery
in Graves County with the
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating.
Pallbearers are David,
Stephen--; and Kart ItfeClure,
Henry, Arthur, and Jonathan
Beasley, and Marcus Cope.
Final, rites for James
Edward Diuguid, 803 Sharpe
Street, Murray, were heathis
morning at 10:30 at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., the
Rev. Dr. - David Roos, and
Aude McKee officiating •
Pallbearers wete Cook
Sanders, Jack Gardner, Dr. C.
C. Lowry, Matt Sparkman,
Joe Dick, and Tip Doran.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Diuguid, 62, died
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Eleanor Gatlin Diuguid;
mother, Mrs. Ed Filbeck; two
daughters, Miss Nancy
Diuguid and Mrs. David
McKee; one sister, Mrs. B. D.
Hall; two grandchildren,
Matthew and Amanda McKee.
"For Christmas Play .
The annual Christmas play
will be presented tonight
(Friday ) at 7 p.m. at Dewards
Chapel Pentecostal Church,
Highway 94 East.
The public li) invited .to
attend a church spokonnim
said. ,41,.
Murray-City
Cemetery. • - _
Mr. Griffin, 63, died Wed-
nesday at 5:30 p.m. at his
home.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Isabelle Gilbert Griffin;
one daughter, Mrs. Suzanne
Bagwell, Reidland; two sons,
Michael Gilbert Griffin, Palm
Harbor, Fla., and William
Scott Griffin, Jacksonville,
Fla.; two sisters, Mrs. George
Baxter, Owensboro, and Mrs.
Anita Perry, Paducah; one






off Highway 94 East, will hold
worship services on Sunday,
Dec. 24, at 11 a.m.
"Born To You A Saviour"
will be the subject of the
sermon by the church pastor,
the Rev. T. H. Sanders, who
will also direct the singing
2-Trith Mrs. Anna Wells as
pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 355.8,
down 03.
Below dam3214 ,
-Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 3554,
down 0.4.
Below dam 333.4.
,Sunset 4 :43.Sunrise 7:07.
Sinking Spring To
Observe Ordinance
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper-will be observed by the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
at the eleven a.m, worship
services on Sunday, Dec. 24.
The Adult Choir will sing "A
Child Is Born In Bethlehem"
with Tommy Scott as director,
Mrs. Scott as pianist, and Mrs.
Jim Neale as organist. Mr.
Scott will also sing a solo,
-Love Grew Where The Blood
the Soviet Union, after six
years of negotiations, are
moving closer to reaching a
new strategic arms limitation
agreement.
••We have traveled some
'distance today. We - have,
however, some issues yet to be
reso/vece;54Acretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance told reporters
'Thursday after five hours of
negotiations with -a Soviet
delegation headed by Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko.
Vance declined to predict
success for the talks, which
were to continue today. But
his spokesman, Hodding
Carter, said the two sides
might work through the
several days of wide-ranging
discussions.
Before the treaty could be
ready for Carter and
Brezhnev, technical experts
wouald need sorile time to
draft precise language so that
the basic agreements would
mean exactly the same things
in English and Russian:- -
But first, Vance cautioned,




The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
church plans regular services
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
caller identafying himself as
Tim Stoen, accused by the
Peoples Temple's former
financial manager of main-
taining a "hit list" of temple
enemies, says his accuser is
L'. Dr_Wkrren)-deaeon Ofifit - other topics uitheafternanu.. _Franklin- bringing the mor- said he was Stoen telephoned
week, Will assist in the mor- Other , topics include the ming messageat 11:00 a.m. on. 'The Associated Press Thar.-
ning service. Mrs. Nancy arrangements for a summit the subject -Born This ., sday to deny charges made by
Bogard will be the volunteer _fleeting betWeen President Day...A Saviour." Terri Buford during a news
nursery worker. litirter aNd Soviet President The church choir will bring conference earlier in the day.
Sunday School will be at 10 Leonid I. Brezhnev. The White the special music, "Angels We INTERNATIONAL
a.m. House would like to hold the Have Heard." TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) -
The Church Training and meeting in mid-January, A Communion Service will Israeli and Palestinian guns
evening worship services have Signing the SALT agreement be conducted at 4 : 00 p.m. No were silent overnight after a
been cancelled for Sunday in Washington and then going evening worship will be at 6:00 daylong artillery --duel that
evening. , to St. Simon's Island, Ga. for p.m. on Sunday. capped the worst clash in Rine
Stock Market
Prices of stock, of local interest at
noon. EDT, today. furnished to the
Ledger & Times tirst of MiChngan, ,
Corp, of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Averege 9 97
Air Products 279s voc









Federal-State Merkel News Service
December 22, 1775
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. Nd Est 250 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady 50 lower in-
Mauls $1.00 lower
1-2600-0US  lbw $50 25-50 50
US 2 296440 lbs. MO 00-60 76
US 24 3119420 lbe $4900.60 00
8410049.00
US 1-3 311054119110s $37 00-X.00








Wednesday: Bible Clam. 7-00 p.m.
mt-atiAy
South of Murray on
d Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on ono of our buses
phone 492-8206 •
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO (1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. (Th. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome As Yes"
Joined together by the
glory antipageontry

































































































communion service will be at
6 p.m. at the Aurora Christian
Church, part of a special
Christmas Eve service. There
will be special music and
singing of Christmas carols.
The public is invited to
attend the hour of worship, a
Clifton Cochran
Board Member































































1Vgierray Ledger & Times
Page One — Section B
EDITOR'S NOTE — The
Christmas story is really a
love story — or, rather, two
love stories. It's the love story
of Mary and Joseph. And it's
the story of God's love for
errant man. Drawn from the
Gospels and the non-canonical
New Testament Apocrypha,
this account of how those two
love stories became one on
that first Christmas nearly
2,000 years ago is the final
installment in a fivepart
series, "A Special Love
Story."
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
Love knows no prisons. It
recognizes ' no defeats. It
••• breaks through obstacles,
overrides rebuffs. It is
sovereign. It prevails.
It prevailed in the case of a
troubled husband and his
young bride of Nazareth. It
withstood the slurs and
strange travail that beset
them. It bound theraast.
And it offered to bind up a
distraught world.
Men resisted it. They
- ignored, distrusted and defied
lhatifferwreettrfiWYNInke
them. They lost their own
capacities for love. Yet they.
were loved.
Love sought thcm, reached
for them, bent low for them, so
very low.
A lowly she-donkey plocided
_ up the red and rocky road
toward Bethlehem, carrying
the young Jewess, led by her
rough-clad mate. They were
tired, dusty. But they bore the
--lost luster of life. --
-- Other travelers paid them
little heed. The traffic was
thick, and strident with yells
of cameleers and bluster of
litter trains. No one seemed
much concerned with anyone.
But love was infinitely con-
cerned with everyone.
It is hard to say why. Men
had strayed and stumbled. In
their willful arrogance, they
had fouled their freedoms.
They hated, warred, plun-
dered, falsified. They were a
hard, harried lot, tortured by
dead dreams. The great vision
had left them.
But it would not let them go.
On the road, the peasant
couple paused beside a yew
tree, and Joseph looked
worriedly up at his wife,
fearing she was in pain. Yet,
only moments ago, he had
seen her smiling with deep
satisfaction.
"Mary," he said, "what
alleth thee? How happens it
that I sometimes see sorrow
and sometimes laughter and
joy in thy countenance?"
She leaned on her arms,
gripping the donkey's mane.
"It is because I behold two
people with mine eyes, the one
weeping and lamenting and
the other laughing and
rejoicing."
For there is joy in love
rejoined and mutually given,
but tragedy in its trampling
down. Men would ever misuse,
mock and crucify it. But love
would not surrender.
Augustus ruled the empire,
and Herod wore the crown of
Israel, the lords of power and
gold, and for these things men
craved and clawed.
But scepters fall, and
heaped gold narrows the eye.
These dazzling goods do not
reign„lhasle_noloviajlea.
-do nul-nehilie heart, nor
fill the-void in maw- - ---
The truth was much sim-
pler; it knocked at the door.
There was no room in the
Inn. The place surged with
voices, smoke and smells of
roasting meat. Distressed,
Joseph grabbed the halter
rope and started off again.
Dogs barked; peddlers
babbled and drays trundled'in
the deepening dusk.
• He led the donkey down a
, slope at the 'rear of the
hostelry. In the distant, valley
he could see the campfires of
shepherds. Early stars
blinked over the mountains of
Moab. . •He heard Mary moan, and
quickly stepped back beside
her.
"Take me down," she
urged, "for that which is
within me presses to come
forth."
"Whither shall I take thee?"
His voice was desperate,
and his hands closed over hers
commiseratively. They must
go on. They could not stop here
in the open on this gravel-
Downtown
Christmas
4, Most Downtown Merchants will be
: open "Sun., Dec. 17th 1-5. Open
every night til 8:00 now until
Christmas.
Adr I al IL 4111
Friday, December 22,1978
strewn hill. •
She compressed her lips,
nodding. fie tugged the
donkey on down the hill, along
a cliff, his eyes straining to
find the livestock cave of
which the innkeeper had
spoken. Night's sharp chill
settled over them. He dragged
at the rope, and the donkey
held back stiff-leggedly,
braying. _ • •
"Take„me down," she
gasped again, "for that which
is within me mightily presses
me."
- At that moment, he spied
the dark opening in the wall of
rock. He rushed back to her,
lifting _her in his arms and
carrying her into the warmer
interior, moving slowly in the
blackness, hearing the grunts
and breathing of animals
about him.
He probed with his feet,
found an open space and laid
her down. Groping, he
collected some straw for a
mattress and lifted her on it,
rolling his cloak for her head.
He rushed back outside,
gathered dry grass and wood
and struck fire with his flint,
blowing until it strengthened
into.. flame. He jerked the
waterskin from. the -stubborn -
beast's pack, filled a basin and
put it on the fire. Then he
fashioned an oil torch and
( Continued On Page 3-B)
and Big Joe's BB1),
will close Sunday - Dec. 24th
at 3:00 p.m. for Christmas.
(Also closed Mon. 8 Tues.)
We will . reopen Wed. mor-
ning. .
Metry Chtistmasl
--"leartfelt wishes for a glowing Yuletide overflowing with good,
cheer and happy days. We are thinking ofyols, our dear friends,
and hoping-your holidays will be filled with many delights.
Special thanks to all.
The Staff & Management of
"May the holidays br!r
joy and happiness tp you
and your 'family.
THE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS AND EMPLOYEES OF
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Schedule For The Week Of Dec. 23-Dec. 29







1130- Owl. of Soper
friends
WSM-4
5:14 - Agri. USA
6.25- hem Digest














LS %whims& )000 -Faigface





11:01 - AK noc.




10.30 - Pisa Panther
11:10 - Woolosesd Spe
11:31111- Boodstesed
13:311- VIA





















II  gey Qv
12:1M- fano lapse
12:34- Map foocapoot
9: )11 - Tru
11:00 - Space Acad.
11:311- fat Abort
1112:4- Ark II









t 30 - Movie
4:31 -Porter






















4:011- Saws at 6





I 1 :31- Renies




S 00 - Mmetsge










3 :15 - Nowsonedi
3:45- Movie
11:15-Nows












. TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY






630 - ibis Dept.
7:011- Worship
7:X1- Arillbill Gm"
/ :00 - Don Tway












7: n - Gospel simpiog .
1:30 - Paducah Des.
6:00 - Christopher
6:30 - News















I / '3°..- Ws An 11:30-Off
11111-:Ditoctioas
2:411-1001 4011 1111Po
1:10 - At Nome
1:30- bey of Disc.
9:00-Gospel Sheer
• 9:30 -Dim. be faith
11110-1111C lot
111:311- cgus. %wiser
1: 1118-Moat the 
Press11:311- Polk Affairs
8:1.111-4.1.1 SIN111/8"1:30 - knob Rohlossis
9:00 -Oral Roberts
9:30- Ti, Rivers &apt.












MOO - mr• kling 0°
1:30 -Clue Club
900 - 1st Boot.
30:00- Centere Three
10:30- Fist the Nation



















































was - lied Stop
Gong Show


















DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WIIKE 2 -W7.11.4 
.. mis_41 --_- wrif.4.--- . —WPSO-- 4V-7 1ITS42 - -.L.—
lot Wanes
-
5:45- Weather 5:15 - Ce. boreal5:310-11.ii 74 Iisraini Am
-1514-'4‘,9tintkr:---.-Itlft-- 0101151114 -77;i7r...,
$11-Weather $411-lba Sorrlosr






1:00 - C414. imonroo
Logs _ ---4-14111- 41,f3 -
710-Today









12:00- All My Children
.1:00 - Oise Life to live
2:00 - Goa. Hospital
l:25-Sc... Today
7:30- Teary Show
g :25 _ scam Teeny
11:30- Today Show
9:40 Phil Dambas
$:00- Menli wli on S
1:30- bier's WIN
9'0/- Al hi tbe Fe"'
9:30-Price is eght
lan10:00 -Resoper e
I 0: 23 - Poster Spooks
1°,30 -"in/ •f Fir-
sow
gm _c.o.
me_ An in theI...1:311







1200- All My OIL
1:00 -Chms Life
2:011- Gros. lloonn 
'3:00- Forowy Pegs
3:00 E- dge of Night




























1; as _ Nears
2:00-- Another World
3:00 - Notywoo4 Saw-
"
3:30-My Three Sum ___ ',
11:00- Tesmg 4 Nest
1:30 -Search Fa To.1
12:00 _ Nods kw'
1 2:05 - News
12:30- World Turns
1:30_ Gnathes tilos
2:30- M• A •S' N
$140-1111A laskettall
g.ge_ Tne ten,Tnint3:30v-ilattlit al- --ilm-
Plonets-
2:11.2--41eotlier MAI




4:30 - Brady lunch
4:00 - Little Moscols




















6:00- Scone ot 6 .































11:00 - M • A 'V 111






9:05 - "al it 111/611k
7411-White Shollow
1:00 -M•A'S' H
1 30- Oise Div
9:00-Lot Greet
10:00-12 Reports-News
1I101 015,11 sill-Poicy Story MN-Poky Seery 10:30-Movie
11:45 Spiral Staircase






















6:10 - Donne forgo
KF11S-12

























7:00 - C1M Reports
1:00 - Movie
10:00-News




























5:30 - Cortes Pete
, 6:15 - News
6:35-ABC Mows


































10:30 - P. Wrismas05411
T



































9 ,se _ 6"w ono*
10:00
6:30 - W•ri4 of An
1:00- Wakens
8:00 -11444 5 0
1:00- 04frowey Jones
10:00- 12 Reports




11:311- Starsky a Notch
1210 - ITt Club















I 95 - Mews
i12.05 - mr ;w1








5,30 - Codes Pete
6:15 - News
6,30 ABC News













































Marilyn and Billy Dip into Disco
By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsleatares Writer
The career of Marilyn'hicCoo
and Billy Davis Jr. is sustained
by their following, but they are,
typically for them, rowing
ahead instead of resting on
their oars.
Their new album, "Marilyn At
Billy," on Columbia Records,
has a disco danceable first side
and a second side with three
love ballads, a gospel-flavored
song and a blues.
When the first single, -Shine
on Silver Moon," didn't do so
well in the marketplace, Miss
McCoo says the company "re-
mixed it, made it longer, added
more bottom and more per-
cussion. They looped parts of it
so it went from four and a half
minutes to seven minutes.
It was semidisco. Now it's
strictly disco," Davis says,
"which is okay. That's where
music is going today,"
Disco music is a new direc-
tion for this-singing duo, and
they find it exciting.
"We're experimenting," she
says, "It's a whole different
energy level for us. in between
albums, Billy and I are con-
stantly listening to music and
talking about it and what we
like and the direction we see
music going and what we would
like to do that would be chal-
lenging."
A love ballad can become a
hit single, even in a disco era,
Miss McCoo says, and she men-
tions Dan Hill, Billy Joel, Bar-
bra Streisand, the Commodores
and the O'Jays as people
who've had recent love ballad
hits - proving she does listen
to music. Reggae is going to
pop up again as a hit rhythm,
Davis thinks.
Miss McCoo and Davis, mar-
ried since 1969, find show busi-
ness more crowded now than
when they started in the mid-
1.960s.
"When the 5th Dimension
started, it was a lot easier,"
Davis says. "You've got three
or roar times as many artists
in the street now.
''Marilyn and I have a follow-
ing based on our kind of music,
rather than our latest hit, and
based on us as people because
of the talk shows we do. We
like to do those because we get-
a chance to be concerned
people and -talk about construc-
tive things. People can get to
know us, that way.
rweinetnc- -itt--cduty__
just to be out there working. I
don't expect-to have hit after - 
hit. don't think they-come like- -
that, especially as competitive
as the music market is today.
We're lucky enough to-b.--.stab-
limbed enough to get bookings
littly Davis Jr., left, and Marilyn McCoo
until we do have a hit."
Another reason Miss McCoo
and Davis have a following is
that fans remember them from
the 5th Dimension. That group
got started in 1966 by Miss
McCoe‘ who modeled while at-
tending UCLA, and Lamont
McLemore, who photographed
her. One- of the three who
joined them was McLernore's
cousin from St. Louis, Davis.
The 5th Dimension had hits
right away, "Up, Up and
Away" in 1967, "Stoned Soul
Picnic" in 1968, "Aquarius"
and "Let the Sunshine In,"
196f, and -One Less Bell To
Answer," 1970, among them.
In 1975, Miss McCoo and
Davis left to go on their own,
and they had a huge hit right
away, "You Don't Have 'To Be
a Star (To be on my Show)."
That won thenrii. Grammy for
best rhythm 'n' blues perform-
ance by a duo. "You Love"
also was a hit, but not as big.
The 5th Dimension made a
record, "Earth Bound," for
ABC Records in late 1974, Miss
McCoo says. Then the company
decided to keep them as a duo,
7
making their contract an exten-
sion of the group contract.
Miss McCoo and Davis cut "I
Hope We Get To Love on
Time," and "Two of Us," for
ABC.
Last summer, their manager
took cuts from the new album
to CBS and asked, "What do
you think of a buy-up?" She
says, "ABC came up with a
price that CBS could live with,
and CBS agreed to it."
The couple had a summer TV
variety series in 1977. They
know they don't want to do that
again, though they enjoy ap-
pearing on talk shows, specials
and in dramatic parts.
"We take six weeks to two
months to learn the songs and
arrangements and approach for
an album," Miss McCoo says.
"We found we didn't have
enough time to put those TV
shows together the way we like
to present things. We had a
half-hour show and about four
new songs per show."
Davis says the experience
taught them a lot about what
works and what doesn't.
"If you've got your mind
open, you'll always learn some-
thing," he explains.
In the future, they'd like to
change where they perform, to
more contemporary places. It's
easy to book into nightclubs
and cabarets, Miss McCoo
says. But patrons there want
songs they know, while the two
of them want to move into new
territory.
"We have to get our manager
and agents to see we should be
that in clubs cater to record
buyers."
Davis' son, Steven, 14, has
lived with them in Los Angeles
for the past six years, and
they'd also like to be able to





director of the Baltimore
Museum of Art, has been
named director of the
Museum Program of the
National Endowment for the
Arts.
Freudenheim replaces John
Spencer, who has moved to the
chaihnanship of the Fine Arts
Department at Duke
University.
In his new post,
Freudenheim, 41, will
"oversee efforts to assist
museums throughout the
country to interpret, exhibit,
preserve and add to their
collections."
Freudenhean worked with
the Jewish Museum of New
York City and the University
Art Museum at Berkeley
before becoming director at
Baltimore in 1971.
CBS Bumps ABC From Top
NEW YORK (AP) — 'CBS
bumped ABC from first place
in the networks' prime-time
first time since baseball's
world &ties Octabm . _
thanks in large measure to
strong showings on two nights
Eight Good Stories
By Conrad Richter
THE ',RAWHIDE KNOT &
OTHER STORIES. By Conrad
Richter. Knopf. 205 Pages.
$8.95.
When Conrad Richter died in
1968 he left behind an excellent
collection of work.
One of his near 20 books,
the National Book Award, and
another, -"The Town," was
awarded the Pulitzer Prize.
The eight stories gathered in
• -The Rawhide Knot" serve as
a pleasant introduction for
those who do not know Rich-
ter's work, and a happy reun-
ion with 'en old favorite for
those who know and appreciate
this writer's books.
The stories largely deal with
life in pioneer America - a
time that seems so far away
but, as Richter shows again
and again, really wasn't all
that long ago.
The people then were, by ne-
cessity, a hardy breed, espe-
rially the women. In the title
story, Sayward Hewett Wheeler
is on her death bed. As she
starts to slip. away, her life
passes through her mind, espe-
cially the time when she was
young and strong and able to
take the man she wanted in
,rnarria. e b _sheer. will power.
--"ThrTI-ood- arse deals with
a marriage.
"Rigged out in newly sewn
suit of gay," Coe Elliott weds
a woman more out of pity than
love. But it's not long before he
discovers that while "she felt
small and light in his hand as a
cured calfskin," she also has
-a touch of rawhide in her
In addition to creating the
marvelous characters who pass
through the stories, Richter
makes them even better with
his superb descriptions 'of the
land which seemect to stretch




A Tale of Murder,
V iolence and Suspense
THE LAST GOOD KISS. By
J a rite s Crumley. Random
House. 259 Pages. 18.95.
Some novels - and they are
rare - open with a seritence or
two that immediately seize the
reader's interest. Once cap-
hired, the reatler can do noth-
ing but move forward and hope
that the rest of the book is as
good as its opening promise.
Jamea Crumley's "The Last
Good Kiss" begins:
"When I finally caught tip
with Abraharn Trahearne, he
was drinking beer with an alco-
holic bulldog named Fireball
Roberts in a ramshackle joint
just outside of Sonoma, Calif.,
drinking the heart right out of
the afternoon."
It's a pleasure to report that
Crurnley's tale of murder, vio-
lence and suspense continues to
read just fine all the %ray to the
final sentence
The "I" who has caught up
with Trahearne is Sughrue, a
near burnt-out case. Sughrue is
a world-weary 'hero who served
in the Army for years and then
left the service under a cloud
Now he has become a hard-
boiled private detective.. His
specialty is finding people and
although Trahearne has led
him a merry chase, Sughrue
tracks him down and returns
him to his family.
The cabe doesn't end there,
hOwever. Thera just the begin-
ning. The woman who owns the
her in which Sughrue found
Trahearne winding up his
monumental bender asks the
private eye to find her daugh-
ter who disappeared some 10
- years earlier.
Sughrue is reluctant to take
on such a Case because it is so
old, but he does. The hunt for
Betty Sue Flowers leads to
many places - some quite vile
- and often Sughrue is accom-..,
panted as well as hampered in
his hunt by Trahearne, who has
developed a strange interest in
the case:
At- times Crumley seems to
have his characters wandering
around at random, but they.
aren't. Cromley writes and
plots too well to come Up with a





CORNING, N.Y. (AP) — An
international panel of judges
has selected 270 entries for
'..!New Glass." an exhibition of
contemporary glass from
throughout the world.
The show opens at the
Corning Museum of Glass
April 28, 1979, and 27 countries
will be represented by the 194
artists and companies with
winning entries.
During the judging, the
panel looked at more than 900
glass objects which were
selected from 6,000 slides
submitted Tor the first phase
of judging.
during the week.
FaMily" was the highest- Sunday, 50 percent watched
In fact, CBS' "All in the use between 8 and 9 EST
  ' 
4438-414411...".1411Clii4W  eere rrd
third saw the show. Of sets in
ending NBC's' 
the atuliPricP-hPhsvPn 8-and 9 _ newsmagazine suffeted_ again
EST Sunday riighi. in the ratings — NO. 64 of 64
Three more CBS Sunday shows watched, less than a
night programs were listed in % point behind Barbara Walters'
the A.C. Nielsen Co.'s Top 20 conversation with the carters,
ranked 63rd. "Welcome Back,for the week, including "Kaz"
in eighth place, "60 Minutes" Kotter," on ABC was No. 60,
in ninth and "Dallas" in 18th. followed by "The New
Adventures of Heidi" and
CBS Monday night lineup "Lifeline" on NBC,
was a hit, too, with 14-A-S-. Here are the week's Top 10
H," "One Day at a Time" and . programs:
"Lou Grant" all in the Top 20. - "All in the Family," with a
CBS' rating or the week' rating of 33.1 representing 24.7
was I9.8, with ABC second at million homes; CBS;
19,7 and NBC last at 15.2. The "Laverne and Shirley," 30.7 or
networks say that means in an 22.9 million, and "Happy
average prime time rninute, Days" and "Three's Com-
19.8 percent of the homes in pan y," both 30.1 or 72.4
the country with TV were million, all ABC; "M-A-S-H,"
tuned to CBS. . 28 or  20.9 million, and "One
-ABC hild been second only —Day at a -TinIe,"—S.5 - or' 19.7
twice' this season, during
NBC's broadcast of the World
Series. CBS, 'mea nwhile, spent
the first five weeks of the
season in 'third place, and had
been runnerup to ABC since
late October. The two net-
works shared first place a
week ago.
ABC's top-rated Tuesday
night hits, "Laverne and
Shirley," "Happy Days" and
"Three's Company," each
slipped a notch to accomodate
CBS' hour-long "All in the
Family" episode.
The rating for "All in the
Family" was 33.1, 'which
Nielsen says means of all the
homes with television, fully a
million, both CBS; "Mork and
Mindy," 26.3 or 19.6 million,
ABC, and "Kaz," 25.9 or 49.3
million, "60 Minutes," 25.8 or
19.2 million, and "Barnaby
Jones," 24.8 or 18.5 million, all
CBS.
The next 10 shows:








"Barney Miller," all ABC;
"Dallas," CBS, and "What's
„Happening" and "Fantasy
Island," both ABC:




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Sot-Tics Built her Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A




All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In 'Iowa._
Nos. PA Tapes and Albums Oily WM
Pictures Disc Albums
Rockey Horror Picture Show. Beatles, Sgt
Pepper Lonely Heart Club, Beatles, Abby Road,
Bob Seger, Heart, Steve Miller
Hot Chocolate
"Every Is A Winne'r'
UrlahHj,
"Fallon Angel"
Cheryl Lynn Chic ,
"Gotten Be Real" "C'est"
Thest Selectioriol _Tope! onq Albums in this oroo
World of Sound
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— No. 64 of 64 -















































A Special Love Story Letters To Santa Claus
(Coatiaued from Page 1-13)
jammed It in a crevice on the
cavern wall. He knelt beside
her stroking her hot brow
"Art thou quiet?" •
She murtruu-ed, opening her
eyes to look up at hirn, and
then abruptly wrenched her
face away, the cords
tightening in her neck. In a
moment, she turned back,
smiling weakly, and motioned
him outiide..
The world slept now, It
retreated and slumbered,
unaware, uncomprehending,
oblivious. Broken from its
moorings, it drifted in vague,
lovelorn discontent, gross,
amorphous, without daring or
certain destiny.
Where was its meaning?
What was its' use? A man is
but dust in the march of
centuries. He felt no all-
surpassing love. To him, his
God was distant, grand, ob-
scure and rigidly implacable,
beyond the stretch of scrawny
human arms.
But on this night, that
gloomy barricade was swept
aside, and all the haunting,
shadowy emptiness of man
was flooded with the fact of
love.
. Joseph was pacing outside
the cave, and suddenly,
although he still walked, his
legs seemed motionless. He
lifted a hand to his face, but
his arm did not seem to move.
The earth held still, and he
beheld the heavens in
amazement.
The Milky Way blazed like a
highway of silver. A warm
tide banished the chill of
earth, and loosed the scent of
grass and spring and Eden
One gift ...greater
than any other









flowers. Veils of light draped
the sky. A million birds
singing? No. An angel army.
"Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth, peace among
men with whom He is
pleased."
A thousand miles away,
distinguished wise men
studied the stars, and in the
valley, wideeyed shepherds
huddled'. in awe. Joseph
whirled and saw the white
brilliance filling the cave. It
blurred his eyes, and he
stumbled toward it.
"And the word became flesh
and dwelt bmong us."
He was here. Now!
Theophany on earth! He had'
Come. He cared. Was man
worth it? That God should
take upon himself the form of
a helpless babe in a drafty,
dung-strewn cave? Yes, man
was worth it. He was loved, Dear Santa,
dearly loved. He was im- I want a smash up derby set.
portant, in God's sight. And a nerf football. I will have
That was the motive, the cookies and milk.
meaning, the reason for it all, Your Friend,
the making, and health of man Ronnie Cochran
—the Divine embrace.
"Arise, shine, for thy light is Dear Santa Claus,
come, and the glory of the I live in Lynn Grove Ky. Do
Lord is risen upon thee." you want cookies and milk?
Men were precious, each Do you know what I want? I
bungling, benighted one of want a baby doll. My phone
them. number is 435-4588.
And this world was Love, Brenda Cooper
dignified, too, its grime and its
flesh and its musty stables. Dear Santa Claus,
For this is where God came. My name is Nora G. I live at
This is where grace was given. Thurston Furches Road. My
Right in the midst of the brother whants a gun. If you
shabbiest, dreariest gash in can't find my house just call
the earth. Not in some 435-4194.
rarefied sanctum. But in the Love, Nora
searny world, itself, where
Man lives and works. Dear Santa,
Awake, awake, put on they I live in Lynn Grove. I want
strength, shake thyself from a dartgun and a diesl. My
the dust." brother want's a blip. My
Joseph, shielding his face, name is Chris.
plunged into the urgent ' Love, Chris
radiance. It pulsed and
shimmered, and then receded, Dear Santa,
scattering like a jeweled mist. I don't have a chimney you
He could see faintly, and then can come in the front door. I
qttite well. All was just as want's some new clothes. My
EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following letters Se Santa
Claus at the North Pole were
written by elementary school
students at schools is Murray
and Calloway Comity. After
Receiving the letters and
noting the students' request,
Santa sent some of ibem back
for publication in The Murray
Ledger & Times.
Dear Santa Claus,
There is a scientist set in the
Sears Christmas Catalog, and
I want it. My Phone Number is
759-4004. My Rt. is Rt. 1, Box
70. The Numberof my street is
783. My daddy wants a chain





How are your reindeers? I Cooper wants a tedy bear
hope Rudolph is geting ready
to go to people's houses. I live
at west of Ky. My mailbox
says Michael K..1 don't have a
chimney. I want a skipper doll
and a christrnas record. I go to
Southwest school. If you can
not find my house you can call




If you can't find my house
call 492-8603. I live Hazel 2.
Santa have a good CHRIST-
MAS. I love you Santa,
Love, Joey Dillon
Dear Santa C.
I want a hot wheels track. I
will leave some cookies for
you. I have a Chimney. Miss
Love Greg Lassiter
Dear Santa Claus,
I live in Lynn Grove and I
want some toys for Christmas
and I want some candy too and
the name of our school is
Southwest. I want to see
Rudolph. I want a play bow
and arrow. Ms. Cooper wants
a new car and I want gime




I do not have chimney. I live
almost by Southwest. I am
going to give you some
cookies, when you go to Big K.
Santa, What do you want?
Love, Roger McKinney
Humpty Dumpty won't, break
dnIF-stene, the—imeents want /few thither titivizerms
littered floor, the torch on the. brother want new clothes. M_ .1„,,,hiaile,..dryer-safe doll Mit fits a colo_i-lest Play
phone number- is 492-841. -ro itit rattle-inaRre.--Aviatihtt,=4/MAMPIWIWIFIrtir
Except that now she was up Love, Scott Robison stores everywhere, the assortnient includes Little Miss -
and moving about, dark Mtiffet, which squeaks when squeezed. For children
hollows beneath her eyes, but Dear Santa Claus, two months to two years from Fisher-Price.
smiling. In her arms, she held
her firstborn son. Immanuel.
"God with us."
So this was he. The un-
searchable,• the unknown. So
now men knew. This is what
he was like. And he had come
to show them, to make them
see, and know forever, that he
was with them, intimately
near, intimately concerned.
Despite men's grievous
ways, he was still here.
Despite their blunted
responses, he came. Hum-
__ blir_ig himself, offeriniLhim-
self, tenting in The sruns and
tribulations of man. This was
God. The absolute, the in-
vincible, the power that is
constant, enduring, the
ultimate. This was the
Almighty. This was love.
She wrapped him in
swaddling clothes andY laid
him in a manger.
Baboons and chimpanzees
have been known to play
together, but on occasion a
group of chimps will kill and
eat a young baboon.
Connecticut is sometimes
known as the "Gadget State."
It produced the first copper
coins, the first dant crusher,
the first tooth's!' Ayer.: '
dummy, the first submarine
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We would like to take this time to thank the
people and businesses for . their support
throughout the year and a special thanks to the
Fruit Cake Sale.
Civitan Club
Don we now our gay apparel
To sing this jolly
Christmas carol...
A holiday bright
and delightful for you,
s- Accompany our thanks




11% dolt all be you.
Cassini Sas Santa Coombs 23
1.14ia*.14.1•11_tii•m--
From the Staff Of _
loll. 1 2t1s telcDonalds 7534548
The magical moment of Christmas is
here again. In the spirit of the season we
wish our neighbors and ,patrons many
happy moments — rich in friendships,
family get-togethers, heartfelt con-
tentment. May all your holiday dreams
come true. Thanks for your patronage.
•110
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12th & Main- Murray, Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
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Reference & Inspirational Books












• Colonies e Ammeisew Transmission Service
• Complete Toomep Itepwir Service mint
MP S. 7H
Radiator & Arlo Glass %evict
NOilltS
Sam -niers









lumaYAI: Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1 7 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue P...753-14S9
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Al Conditioning, Shoot Mond
Sth & Otesteet 7534132
























Weimmlay theileg 7 00 p.a.
monyng worgr" Sral" 11 00 A M













Singing, Evening Wors 5 31,0:10 p.m
11000 RIVER
11 00 a mMorning Worship
Evening Worstup 6 30 p m
KIROV BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Fverung Worship 7 30 p m
MILAKIMAL BAPTIST
Morrung Worship 10 50 a m
Ewing Worship 6 00 p
NEW IT. CARMEL NHS/01411Y
Morning Worship 11 00 m
Es en mg worstu p 7 00 p m
non IAPTIST
Morrung Worship -__ 11 00 a m
Evening Wors/up 6 45 p in
PIERO CORNER
Morning Worship II 001i.m.
Evenuig Worship 7 00 p m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00am.
Evening Worstup 115 p.m.
SALEM RAPRIT
Morrung Worship 11:11s.m.
Evening Worship*, 7:15 p.m
SUGAR aunt
Morning Worship Ii• 00 a m
Evening Worship 7.15pm
OWENS aunt
Monung Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 5-30 p m AS 00p m
MOUNT NOCHE FREEWILL MITZI
Sunday School 9 30 a m
Worship 11 00 a m
LOOM OAR PRIMITIVE
1M Sunday • 2 00 p m
Ird Sunday 10 30 a m
MUTOP BAPTIST
Smday School 10 60 a m
Wenthip Service 11 (Na m







Ski ilaat bad Pontoon kid ReadM
Ky Lake State Pork P. 474-2245
Kentucky pia mita
'It's Finger Lickin (florae'
Try Om Deaden Beef mail Hem soiromani.




South 12th St. - Murray
Evening Services
11 Mai
11 00 a m
6 00 p m
Morning Worship 1100.in
EveninLW19:101P . 6.30 P.011.
(0%.1111" sedgy ire
Morning Worship 11 00 a nt.
Evening Worship - 00 p m.
ORURO STREET GENERAL
Sunday School 10 (N. m.
Morning Worstup • 11 QUa m
UDOETTE1 MOSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Preaching lloOam&600pm
Wednesday night - 30 p m
ORM CRUZ
RAPT1ST 011.117CN
Morning Worship 11 Sam
Evening Worship 7:4111p.ai

















Dom Gat as 1 *pima anstlher y•ar
ma a rooms' al yew spirit
a% Mo 
way •
Role melig reaseitioas that
men Yap helpMS te approach
Maim kellft M die spirit or Thy Mae
Lai Tip (OIL Mamy will. guide me in all
my guano milk others.
As a rather and husband, give. me
the patience to hater. Wore react
mg. Map me to think first of what
Misr tor my tarisily 'other Man what
I need lo boast roy ego Finely, make
my Ida an inotrunsont al Thy pur-
pose ter the world. This iamy


















Sunday School 9 45 a m
Morning Worship 10 45. m
N. yo Bin NYPS Worship. 5 15 p.m
g. 00 p m Evening Worstup 6 00 p m
GREW PU41
WAInes411, Words,- 7-00p m, ....... .
earn LOCUST 41111111431111KM '
rvice . Ill, 46 cm. & g p m Morning Worship . 11:10e.nt
- ------2.3kpre:----Bieekt;-kI9e4 .. - ---10111-rarr -
EVerung Worship 5:31.p.m
N Y P S Worship 5: MI p m





Evening Worship - 6 009 m
UNION Gaon
norms Worship 10.30a m
Evening Worship 11:11p m
SEVUIT11 & POPLIN
Worship Service a MI m
Evening Worship 11:1111p.m
NEW CONC01111
lerniss Unice WM i m






























Worship Services 10 45 a .m., 40 p.m.
•MURItAT OHUSTIAll FILLOWSNIP
Worship 10 30 a m
Bible School 9 30 am
Everung Service 6.00 p m
01111101 Of JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAT SAINTS
Woodmen ol World Bids
Sunday School 10 45 a m
Evening , Service 4 30 p in
ST. soo cAnsauc
OMEN
Sunday Mass/ a m II a m.,4-31/p.m.
Saturday Masa 6 30 p m
CIERIST1AN SOOKE
SERV=
, Farmer Ave and 17th St.. Murray, K .
46!koluknedanis 11.00 a.m Testimony meeting
• • Wednesday p m .
111101, AN'S ortmossn
Watchtower 10 30 a.m













Go To Church Sunday
Randy Thornton Service Co.
An Congitomme mewling C imenesertnel Sid 'v .v....
SERVICE THROUGH ENOWEEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
4/ 1 Pizza Hut AuLpizzi
•Pirta•Pasta•Saadwiakos .1111ut
12th & Chestnut. 759-4646
ST BMWS EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9 45 a m
Church School 11 00 a m
IMMANUEL LIFTNEILAR
Sunday School 9 IS am
Morning worship 10 10 a m
SIVENT11 DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10 30 a m





























(Worship 11 AN Lin
Evade( Worship 7.00 p.m
' FIRST PRESITIEHAN
Mega School 100am
Worship Service 10 40a . m
Pentecostal
Or) Morning Worstup 11 Ota.M.




10 50 a m
(Sunday h
i0 011am






Monday & Thursday 7:11p.m
Stuart Small. Pastor
UNITED, ewe COMORO
Mmday School Mina in
Worship Services 11 00 a.m.. II:40 p_m.
CALVARY TUIPU
Sunday School 11111aA5.








EINITEK sis MAN AVE.
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 mama
DIVANS CHAPS
Sunday School 10 00 a.m
Worship Service II 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00p.m.
FIRST WORD
Sunday Worship 10 00 a m *7 11 pm.
1Les It Thurs 7 00p.m.











Nwy. 641 South 153-6106
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
' COMPLIMENTS
Paschall Truck Lines






Worship ' 10.00 a .m
Sunday School 11:00asn
. MASON'S CHAPS'. WITS
Sunday School 





- Lumen MAPS MIMI
Warship Service 11:311a.m.
ateday School 10.30 a.m
,1110011 SIMP1111111.171: es a Jo
WorihipSennce 214 Mei 91.
haldey Sebool WM age.
Keel Purchase Tire
'foot Conapkte Tire Service Center
"We &woke Them All - Large or Small
Max Keel

















Illorrung Worship 11:1111 a.m.
as.aang Worship 7:00 pan.
COLDIRATU MUD
Wink* Service 11 00 a m 1st & Ind
g., 10 00 a.m 3rd A 4th. Sunday
III 00 a m 1st & 2nd Swidey. 14,00






Word* 1 151410. 50 a fri
KIRKS CRAM UNITED
Seed* 14.10 a in
---A111011117QUIRL---- - 11:04.m_
itisbuSVt
Worship Service • 9 45a m
Chimch School 10 45 a m
CrOSION MEMODIST
Torch Schooi . to oo s in
Worship Service 11 00 a m
Evening Services Warship 6 30 p.m.
OM'S CAMPSIMMIND




II 00 a.m., 6,00Sun 
MT. NINON
Worstup Service 10 00 a .m 1st Sunday
11 00 am 3rd Sunday, Sunday School,
11.00 a m 1st Sunday - 10-00 a.m. 2nd,
3rd, & 6Iti Sunday
M7.0404611
Worship Service 10. 00. a m. 2nd Sunday ;
11:00 am. 4th Sunday, Sunday School
10:00 cm. 1st, 3rd, k 4th Sunday 11 00





10 4.5 a m
Morning Worship
Sunday School `
1st & 3rd Sunday Night
BROOR'S CURL UNIITIO -1.10.:013°08Da 7Mmin
Sunday School
Morning Worship- 11 00. m






STOREY'S CTIAPEL INNTEDie rn
Sunday School






403 Maple Phone 753-1711
Vi)st Ky. Rural Telephone
Won B. Sears, Gen, Manager
Servile" Sionies, CoBearoy, M.rshet Cair&slit Cmoistiet in ly and




"Serving Murray for 25 Years"

















788 L 41k St. Murray
cnnTAYLORED Co.
Lynn Grove Rd. 753-5742
Captain D's
seafood







'lorries Yes Shim I en-
Noe Brass - Nerdware
















Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nelms Mgr. E. W. Owthed. Sept.
Pkooe 753-5120 .
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
wy. 641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restauraiii
- Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. Yr- 492-9785
Compliments of
Pagliai's Pizza







Fitts Block & Ready Mix CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete •
East Main Street 753-3540
Calloway County Soil -
Improvement Association
• -- _
Serving levee feaiffses Since- 1136
iniimitrkil Oa 753 7924
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup L Delivery
opos s.io Clese 11:00 p as
lamilarp epee 11416111.1111. • CMS, 10010 p no
4--5eta5b 1215 - neon 7S3 4131
"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE





























































































Pisces. the Water signs, are
considered sympathetic,
emotional, sensual and pas-
sionate. This is a man who is
protective of his family, se-
cure of his position in the
business world and a tradi-
tionalist of the highest order.
He enjoys an old-fashioned
Christmas with all the trim-
mings.
Give him an elegant dress
shirt with a look as classic a;
e is. Choose from Van
Aria-uses' 'zo-r-oltect..
tractroonally to.jlored iana-
KEEP A ROSY GLO%% in your fit el., e‘en when sum-
mer's sun is long gone. To maintain a fresh, healthy
complexion all winter, cleanse and moisturize your
face regularly. For a new way to care for skin, try
Gillette's Body Tender appliance, which features six
attachments including soft brushes for face and body
cleansing, a moisturizer applicator and a pumice stone
to smooth rough skin.
Tis the season
to care for skin
The change in seasons sig-
nals a change in skin care.
Now as the rosy glow of
summer fades and the busy
but glamorous holiday sea-
son demands your attention,
it's important to take extra
measures to keep winter skin
smooth and healthy looking.
To help skin stay fair
everywhere this winter,
beauty experts at Gillette
suggest these tips to "sum-
merize" skin with all but a
tropical tan. ,
• "Stimulate" your skin as
you cleanse to bring back
that rosy glow. As summers
tan fades away, cold weather
causes a slow down in the
•
esigne m a
range of subtle patterns and
Colors. Aad your own selec-
tion of coordinated ties by
Wembley. also in elegant yet
practical Qiana, and you'll be
giving him the winning com-
bination he deserves.
Shopping for the man, or
men in your life, should be a-
pleasurable experience. If
you follow the Zndiar tO suc-
cessful gift giving, it will be.
body's normal blood flow
and skin cell replacement
system that leaves skin's sur-
face looking dull.
To help slough away dull,
flaky skin and put your best
face forward, scrub often
with a washcloth or facial
brush, or better yet, try a new
skin care appliance called
Body Tender that features a
rotating facial brush to
cleanse and stimulate with
ease. So small it fits right into
your hand, Body Tender is
battery operated so it goes
right into the bath or shower
for top-to-toe scrubbing,
cleansing and buffing.
• Protect your-skin from
-drying indoor heat and chap-
' 
LEG milistunzing with products
HOLIDAY
The only religious holiday
recognized as a legal holiday
throughout the United States
is Christmas. Alabama became
the first state' Co declare
Christmas a legal holiday, in -
Mb._ By L8911. all other states
had done the same.
.. MARTHA SMITH'S seenad grade class at East Calloway
''Elementary School recently made Christmas tree ornaments
for the holiday season. Pictured here, left to right, are Lisa
Sanders, Heidi Reiss, Kathy Musser, George Finney, Beth
Culek, Jimmy Hudgins, Kim Brown, Adam Roseberry, Tim
Marcussen, Margaret Weirdo, Devin Perkins, Tony Travis,
Tammy Angle, Chantal Walker, Jon Coleman, Patrick Orr,
- April Woods, Eric Erskine, and Layton Hudson.
pen
r1 Sunday
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Star-studded guide to
shopping for your man
Since the beginning of
time, astrology has affected
personal destinies, affairs of
state and matters of Com-
merce. Entertaining yet prac-
tical. the Zodiac has played
an important role in shaping
the course of human events
from the Babylonian Empire
through the Middle Ages,
and is no less important in
today's ultra-sophisticated
world.
Here's one practical way
to make the powers of astrol-
ogy work for you. This holi-
day season, let the science of
astrodiagnosis help you
select the perfect gifts for the
men in your life. The twelve
signs of the Zodiac are divided
into four elements: Earth,
Air, Fire and Water. The,
signs falling under each ele-
ment are thought to share
common personality traits.
EARTH
For example, if your man
is a Taurus, Virgo or a
Capricorn—all Earth
signs—chances are he is
energetic, intense, loves the
great outdoors, sports and is
always on the go.' In great
physical condition, he's as
likely to go off on a wind-
jammer cruise around Tahiti
as he is to snowsled through
Lapland.
Come holiday time this
man will be ice skating, bob
sledding, and tobogganing.
Appeal to his sense of adven-
ture with a bicycle built for
two and flatter his well-built
physique with the slightly
provocative, European look
of a well-tailored shirt in a
bold geometric pattern from
Van Heusen. Be sure the
shirt you select is in soft and
sensuous Qiana, the fabric
that is as easy care as it is
luxurious, because this kind
of active man has little time
to worry about his good
AIR
If your beau is a Gemini,
Libra .or Aquarius, he is an
41r sign. His is a gentle, artis-
tic and sensuous nature. He
at-id-alremenda's intereitT
-the arts, especially mum.
He'll spend hours during this
festive period, listening to
,everything from Handel's
Messiah to Bing Crosby's
White Christmas.
Satisfy his cultural and
aesthetic 'yearnings with a
pair of tickets to his favorite in the softest pajamas in
opera—box seats, of course. town, created in a silky ex-
Then take him on a romantic ''4' panse of Qiana. the fabric
horsedrawa carriage ride that is AS, sensuous_ to touch
through the park. as it is elegant to look at.
WHEN THE MAN IN YOUR LIFE is a traditionalist of
the highest order (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), why not
surprise him with an elegant dress shirt from Van
Heusen's collection of classically-tailored Qiana blend
shirts, designed in a range of subtle patterns and col-
ors. Add your own special touch with a coordinated ties
by Wembley, also in elegant yet practical Qiana. -
FIRE
The Fire signs—Aries,
Leo and Sagittarius. are am-
bitious, courageous and
enthusiastic about every-
thing. The man who falls
under one of these signs is
generally hedonistic, an
epicurean who craves the
luxuries -of life. He loves
people and adores holiday
parties—the bigger the bet-
ter.
This kind-of-1...n cnjuys
working, playing, loving and
- relaxing with- the same test-.
mate rela_xation,
Jacuzzi attachment for the
bath, followed by.a hot towel
and a Japanese shiatsu mas-
sage administered by his fa-
vorite geisha, you.
Then double his pleasure
quotient by wrapping him up
Set a holiday table that's
as festive as rest of home
'Set a pretty Christmas
table this year. by addins lit-
tle ornaments. judiciously to
your spread, and by making
yrnir-friatt-sts-prizit3t-mak.or,-
namental in itself that it will
look almost too good to eat.-
A sprinkling of little gold
balls.--red ribbons and red
plaster -hay" berries adds
a festive touch to bowls of
kotato chips and pretzels, no
Tess to the large platters that
are to hold a sumptuous roast
or succulent skewers of meat
and vegetables.
'A red or green tablecloth
helpi set _thern950, as do red
kr-Ira-71'MM platell-at
different points.
Icing a loaf cake and neatly
striping it with red and green
sugar is a sure-fire success,
as are a bowl full of brightly
wrapped chocolate candies
and a pretty glass filled with
candy canes.




See Joe Todd or Larry Hale
753-2814 So. 12th Murray




especia ly designed for spe-
cific skin types. Oily skin
types shbuld use a light
moisturizer blended gently
with special-attention to
areas around eyes and neck.
Skin that is usually dry re-
quires the extra protection of
a heavier emollient cream.
New Body Tender also fea-
tures a moisturizer applicator
that gently massages -in
creams and lotions for deeper
protection against dryness.
Follow. up with a makeup
base and lip gloss for outdoor
protection.
• Skin on the rest of the--
-body also needs special care
during winter. A few drops of
baby oil in the bath water will
help keep skin smooth and
supple. Keep hands out of
gloves to prevent chapping.,
- Elbows, knees and heels are
apt to be rough,too.from the
friction of hew), winter
clothing!. 1'4
• To help these areas. Body
Tender features both a body
brush for all-over skiq stimu-
lation as you cleanse and a
pumice stone to smooth
rough places on. knees, el-
bows and heels. -
This winter, think snow if
you like, but trick your skin
• -into thinking it's summer.
What's the best of Christmas
stuffings? Family stockings.
One of the greatest joys in
a generally joyous season is
thepleasure of stocking stuff-
ing.
Nothing is quite so much
fun as amassing a quantity of
tiny goodies to suit everyone
in the family from Dad to
Fido.
The fun of shopping for the
miniature treasures, and the
fun of making stem is, of
course, equaled (Ally by the
fun of seeing your family ea-
gerly empty their brimming
felt stockings on Christmas
morning, with an unending'
chorus of "oohs" and
Special little treats for
Mom might include lipstick
in a favorite color or other
make-up she can enjoy year-
round, but particularly on
this most special day; little
ornaments, decorative
combs or bejeweled bobby
pins, for her hair; 4itle pack-
ets of favorite candy (some-
thing which everyone will
enjoy finding at the bottom of
his or her stocking); a pretty
necklace or pair of dangly
earrings.
Dad will appreciate a
lighter, if he smokes; perhaps
2 few of his favorite cigars or
an aromatic pouch of the to-
bacco he prefers; a pen he
'can be proud to carry with
him to the office; a shiny
leather key case.
'Young children of both
sexes will enjoy marbles,
jacks. a mini deck of cards
with a favorite cartoon char-
acter on the reverse side;
perhaps those cards made
with specific games, such as-
Go Fish or Old Maid in mind;
HOLIDAY PUZZLER
Can you remember the
names of all of Santa's rein-
deer? We've listed them all
directly below, upside-down,





a box of crayons, felt tip
markers or multi-colored
chalks; tiny, huggable stuffed
animals; a top, a yoyo, a set
of dominos or tiddlywinks;
bubble gum (sugar-free for
the sake of healthy teeth) for
the biggest bubbles in town.
A girl approaching adoles-
cence would certainly appre-
ciate a mirror and lipstick, for
the special occasions when
she is allowed to don make-
up; an address book in which
to keep her growing roster of
friends; a pretty strand of.
beads; a nail care kit; a selec-
tion of barrettes for her hair.
A young man would enjoy
a pocket knife for camping; a
razor for his first shave; a gift
certificate for his favorite fast
food chain; and a nice pen to
start his academic career off
in earnest.
And don't forget Kitty and
Spot. A stocking full of their
favorite toys will provide'
hours of fun for them and you
alike.
.. EAST CALLOWAY Elementary School held a postet
contest in preparation for the chili supper and country music
show held Dec. 2 at the school. Pictured, left to right, Bob
Allen, school principal, Terry Cunningham, first place
winner, Mickey Garrison, third place winner, and, Laura
Alton, second place winner.
• NEW YEAR'S EVE
DISCO DANCE
Dec. 31, 1978-800 p.m.
Jaycee Building
Adults 18 and Over
Tickets:
Sunset Blvd., Chuck's Music
$7.00 Per Person
We at Dixie Cream Donuts Wish To Extend
Season Greetings
To All Our Customers
Thank you for your patronage in the past and
we hope to serve you better in the 'future.
DixiëT.
Cream Donuts






*ray the light of the
Christmas star enter'
your heart and home thi,
-:season—filling them '
'with ,lasting joy and
peace. :to our, pak-ons we
would like to express
• ••••—••••••••-••••••••••••••• I
Our thanks for the
.loyalty shown to us
• del Air Shopping Center




into the Ouse, they saw e
young child withiMary, His m er, an
fell down, and tiirshippe i Him:*
andwhik they had opened
their treasures, they-presented
unto Him gifts; gold, and
We WO exult in the divine miracle of the
Holy Birth and hope the gifts of its eterna
message of Love., Faith and Hope are yours
Waiter L Apperson, publisher


























now and forever. At this' time of-joy and
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